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SPRING HOP SPOTLIGHTS IMPRESSIONS 
By CHARLES HUMPHRIES 
Spring Hop 1965 will feature the Burt Mas- 
sengale Orchestra and the Impressions for two 
big dances, Apr. 2 and 3. Tonight the Central 
Dance Association, in cooperation with the Scab- 
bard and Blade, presents the Massengale orches- 
tra at the annual Military Ball. Saturday night 
the Impressions hold the spotlight. 
The Military Ball, which is a formal dance,' 
will begin at 9 p.m. and end at 1 a.m. 
Burt Massengale and his orchestra have just 
returned from Mobile and Biloxi, Mississippi, 
where they played for the seventh consecutive 
year in the Mardi Gras Balls at the Country Club 
of Mobile. He is not only popular with the vari- 
ous clubs but also with colleges throughout 
South Carolina, North Carolina, and Virginia. 
The orchestra's style of music is smooth and 
danceable. Massengale uses a variety of tunes 
and rhythms such as cha-chas, waltzes, sambas, 
the twist, and rock-n-roll as his selections. 
The informal dance with the Impressions Sat- 
urday night will be from 8 p.m. until midnight. 
TV-Radio Mirror has called the Impressions 
"the most successful in the current line-up of 
'pop' vocal groups." At the present time they 
record for ABC-Paramount Records and have 
sold over 8,000,000 records. Some of their all- 
time hits include "Talking About My Baby," 
"Amen," "Keep On Pushing," "It's All Right," 
and "People Get Ready." 
The Impressions are in constant demand 
throughout the nation for personal appearances 
and recording schedules. Keeping their per- 
manent position on the top of the recording polls 
with their popular music of "lyrical content," the 
Impressions "will present one of the best musi- 
cal performances ever seen at Clemson," said 
Johnny Scoggins, publicity chairman of the 
CDA. 
During the intermission on Friday night, the 
honorary cadet officers will be presented as one 
of the highlights of the dance. Senator Strom 
Thurmond will crown the honorary cadet col-,, 
onel who will be chosen from among dates of 
senior ROTC cadets. Other honorary cadet offi- 
cers will include honorary cadet major, repre- 
senting the junior cadets an honorary cadet cap- 
tain, representing sophomore cadets; and an hon- 
orary cadet lieutenant, representing freshmen 
cadets. 
Candidates for the Honorary Cadet Colonel 
are Miss Judy E. Edwards, sponsoring W. R. 
Williams, Mrs. Charles Ray Heatherly for 
Charles Ray Heatherly, Miss Mary Ann Sowell 
for Thomas C. Gooding, and Miss Jo Ann Town- 
send, sponsoring Morgan T. Morris. 
Miss Nina Dulin, sponsoring John A. Mont- 
gomery, Miss Ande Mitchell for Richard Papini, 
Miss Betty Jeanne Mullis, sponsoring Henry S. 
Trammell, and Miss Yvonne Winn, sponsoring 
Charles R. Gatch, are competing for the title of 
Honorary Cadet Major. 
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Student Body Officers 
Nominated Here Tuesday 
Edwards Releases Announcement 
Citing New ROTC Scholarships 
President R. C. Edwards, 
the civilian aide to the Secre- 
tary of the Army from South 
Carolina, released this week 
a report from the Secretary 
of Defense pertaining to mili- 
tary scholarships for the 
Army and Air Force ROTC 
programs. 
Edwards received informa- 
tion and a briefing on the 
scholarship program at a na- 
tional conference at Fort 
Bliss, Tex., on Mar. 21-24. 
The Departments of the 
Army and Air Force have es- 
tablished a new Reserve Of- 
ficer Training Corps (ROTC) 
scholarship program which 
will provide financial assist- 
ance to 2,000 qualified stu- 
dents beginning in Sept. 1965. 
Authority for the new pro- 
gram is the "ROTC Vitaliza- 
tion Act of 1964" signed by 
the President Oct.  13,  1964. 
Beginning this fall, the 
Army will award 400 four- 
year scholarships to entering 
freshmen  and  600    two-year 
scholarships to selected jun- 
iors who have completed 
their second year in the Army 
ROTC program and will en- 
ter the Advanced Program 
next fall. The Air Force will 
offer  1,000    scholarships    to 
selected juniors in its four- 
year AFROTC program. Both 
services are working on plans 
to expand the program to 
other classes. 
The new scholarships will 
(Continued on page  6) 
WSBF Members Tour Radio 
And TV Station In Charlotte 
About thirty members of 
the WSBF radio staff went to 
Charlotte, N. C, Thursday for 
a visit to the Jefferson Stand- 
ard Broadcasting Company. 
The students were treated 
to a tour of radio station 
WBT, which has both AM and 
stereo FM facilities. In addi- 
tion, members of the staff 
had the opportunity to see 
the studios and control rooms 
of WBTV, which was of spe- 
cial interest because many of 
the staff had never been "be- 
hind the scenes"  in a  tele- 
Annual Military Banquet 
Scheduled For This Evening 
Tonight at 6:30 the annual 
military banquet, honoring 
senior ROTC cadets and mil- 
itary organizations will be 
held at the Southerner Res- 
taurant. The event is the cul- 
mination of work done by 
Company K, Seventh Regi- 
ment, the Clemson chapter of 
the National Society of Scab- 
bard and Blade. 
The secondary purpose of 
the banquet is to bring the 
Army and Air Force cadets 
together at a social function 
and to enhance a feeling of 
mutual cooperation among 
them. 
Approximately 400 persons 
are expected to be in attend- 
ance at the banquet, includ- 
ing various dignitaries from 
the Clemson area and away. 
Dress for the function will be 
formal. 
The after-dinner speaker is 
to be South Carolina's Junior 
Senator J. Strom Thurmond. 
Senator Thurmond will be 
present as a Major General, 
his rank in the Army Re- 
serve when he retired last 
year. His many military 
awards include five battle 
stars and sixteen other out- 
standing awards including the 
Legion of Merit, Bronze Star 
Medal with "V" device, Army 
Commendation Award, Pur- 
ple Heart, Presidential Dis- 
tinguished Unit Citation, Bel- 
gian Order of the Crown, and 
French Croix de Guerre. 
Senator Thurmond's ap- 
pearance at the banquet, plus 
the uniqueness of it, in that 
it is the only combined mili- 
tary function of the year with 
a social atmosphere, promise 
to make the night enjoyable 
to all attending. 
vision station before. 
According to Keys Lewis, 
WSBF station director, "The 
trip was made for the pur- 
pose of giving the staff mem- 
bers a chance to see how one 
of the best radio stations in 
the nation operates." In addi- 
tion, those persons who are 
interested in working in com- 
mercial radio had the oppor- 
tunity to find out what to ex- 
pect when they enter the field. 
"Through a seminar-type 
discussion held with WBT 
staff members after the tour 
of the facilities, WSBF staff- 
ers learned many of the poli- 
cies and ideas that motivate 
a commercial station. In addi- 
tion, WBT employees gave 
the persons interested in 
working in radio or TV an 
idea of the problems involved 
in getting and keeping a job, 
as well as possible areas in 
which employment should be 
sought. 
This was the second trip' 
WSBF has made to WBT. 
From the information receiv- 
ed, and the reaction of the 
staff members who went, "It 
is likely that another trip will 
(Continued on page 6) 
Burch, Green, Walsh To Vie 
For Student President Post 
Nominations for the orricers of the student body 
for the 1965-1966 school year were made in an open 
meeting on Tuesday, Mar. 30. Elections will be 
held on Tuesday, Apr. 6, from 8 a.m. until 6 p.m. 
on the Loggia. Run-off elections will be held on 
Thursday, Apr. 8. Students must present their 
ID cards in order to be eligible to vote 
remarks, In his opening 
Jimmy Bell, current presi- 
dent of the student body, stat- 
ed that he was pleased to see 
such a large number of stu- 
dents come out for the nom- 
inations. There were approx- 
imately 120 students present. 
Bell then turned the meeting 
over to Ken Stovall, who en- 
tertained nominations for the 
offices of president, vice pres- 
ident, secretary and treasur- 
er, and for positions on the 
High Court, Men's Residence 
Court, and the Women's Res- 
idence Court. 
Those nominated for presi- 
dent were Earl Burch, an ap- 
plied math major from Spar- 
tanburg; Jack Green, a pre- 
dentistry major from Duncan; 
and Gray Walsh, a pre-law 
major from Moncks Corner. 
Earl Burch is a member of 
Phi Eta Sigma, Sigma Tau 
Epsilon, the Blue Key, and 
Kappa Sigma Nu. He has 
served as student body treas- 
urer and assistant director of 
Tigerama. Burch is a R. F. 
Poole Scholar and has a GPR 
of 3.2. 
Burch stated that, if elect- 
ed, he would "endeavor to 
promote more respect and un- 
derstanding between the stu- 
dent body as a whole and the 
administration." 
Jack Green is a member of 
Delta Sigma Nu Professional 
Club, Phi Kappa Delta Social 
Candidates for the office of vice president of the student body are Bill  Zilles and 
Rusty Newton.    (Photo by Spencer and Spencer) 
Fraternity and the Tiger 
Brotherhood. He has served 
as Tigerama skits chairman 
and Junior Senator. His GPR 
is 2.7. 
"Student government can 
and should be the primary 
organization on campus," stat- 
ed Green. "I would person- 
ally like to see greater par- 
ticipation in student govern- 
ment activities. With student 
government as a focal point, 
Clemson can again develop 
the unity it was once known 
for." 
Gray Walsh's activities in- 
clude being Glee Club presi- 
dent, Wesley Foundation pres- 
ident, hall monitor, cheerlead- 
(Continued on page 6) 
Candidates for the Honorary Cadet Captain, 
sponsoring members of the sophomore class, in- 
clude Mrs. David W. Garrison for David W. Gar- 
rison, Miss Jenny Kirby for C. D. Cbpeland, Miss' 
Judy Parrish for John H. Price, and Miss Bertha 
Phillips for Marion B. Crooks. 
Freshmen sponsors vying for Honorary Cadet 
Lieutenant include Miss Tavay Smith Able for 
William E. Rettew, Miss Barbara Crump for 
Danny L. Phillips, Miss Sheila Fogle, sponsoring 
Glenn W. Jamison, Jr., and Miss Dena Lynn 
Swatek for Kenneth W. Lanford. 
Mrs. Mary B. Hood, head resident of the wo- 
men's dormitory, and Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Willi- 
mon were the preliminary judges and chose the 
four finalists in each group. Mr. Willimon is 
business manager of the athletic department. 
Tickets for the dances are three dollars for 
the Military Ball Friday and four dollars for the 
Impressions' dance. These tickets may be pur- 
chased at the CDA table in the dining hall. Both 
dances will be held in the Clemson Dining Hall. 
Earl Burch, Gray Walsh, and Jack Green (left to right) are candidates for the office 
of student body president in the forthcoming election. (Photo by Spencer and Spencer) 
Senate Works On Party Rules 
Monday night the Student 
Senate referred to the Judi- 
ciary Committee the house 
party regulations which have 
been proposed by the Office 
of Student Affairs and the 
Inter-Fraternity Council. The 
rules, center of much contro- 
versy in recent weeks, will be 
reported out next week with 
amendments after thorough 
consideration and sampling of 
student opinion concerning 
their content. This committee 
was also given the responsi- 
bility of drawing up sugges- 
tions to improve the system 
of making appointments to 
fill vacant senate seats and of 
investigating the possibility 
of having the fraternity 
lounges open to female vis- 
itors. 
The General Affairs Com- 
mittee reported that the grade 
reports recently sent out were 
preliminary reports, not mid- 
terms, which accounts for the 
early date on which these are 
Ate w Varsity Cheerleaders 
Selected By Committee 
On Monday, Mar. 29, a com- 
mittee selected the new cheer- 
leaders for the 1965-1966 
school years. The committee, 
composed of Dean Coakley; 
Dean Deloney; Jimmy Bell, 
student body president; Jim 
Hambright, president of the 
Inter - Fraternity Council; 
Steve Wright and Rusty New- 
ton, representing the student 
senate; Lloyd Kapp, last 
year's head cheerleader; and 
Marty Driggers, the present 
head cheerleader, chose four 
girls and seven boys for the 
next year's varsity squad. 
The girls chosen for next 
year's cheering squad were: 
Susan Moore, Janis Moore, 
and Ande Mitchell. Fizzie 
Jackson was chosen as alter- 
nate. 
Boys selected as "line" 
cheerleaders were: Gray 
Walsh, Danny Osteen, Edwin 
Dargan, and Doug McKamey. 
Walt Harvey was chosen as 
first alternate. Marty Drig- 
gers, head cheerleader for 
next year, said that a second 
alternate had not been select- 
ed as yet, but that a special 
election would be held within 
the next week or so to elect 
one. 
Robin Watson was selected 
as the Country Gentleman, 
and Poagie Reid will be the 
Tiger for next year. The can- 
non firer will be Pete Hoff- 
man. 
Driggers said in an inter- 
view this week, "I was dis- 
appointed in the turnout, but 
I0was glad to see the people 
we did have come out. Sev- 
eral tried and didn't make it; 
to them I want to say that it 
was very difficult to select 
from so many good students1.* 
due. It was deemed that no 
further action will be taken, 
since these reports allow a 
student a better chance of 
improving his grades after 
these first reports, and since 
no permanent record of the 
grades received is kept. This 
committee also recommended 
that no further action be tak- 
en on lockers for commuting 
students until the grammar 
school classes are no longer 
held in the basement of the 
(Continued on page 3) 
Third Field Day Tops 
Annual Army Inspection 
Clemson's Army ROTC Bri- 
gade will highlight the annual 
military inspection on April 8 
and 9 with its third Military 
Field Day. 
The brigade's 12 companies 
under the command of Cadet 
Col. John E. Parker III will 
compete in seven different 
events on Thursday at 4 p.m. 
in Death Valley. 
Officers conducting the an- 
nual inspection will include 
Col. S. J. Boyles, professor of 
j military science at Wake 
Forest College, and Lt. Col. 
J. A. Lipsky, professor of 
military science at Riverside 
Military Academy in Gains- 
ville, Ga. 
Col. Boyles and his party 
will inspect the Army ROTC 
activities including facilities, 
class room instruction, and 
an in-ranks inspection of M 
Company, composed    of    the 
junior class. In addition to 
receiving a briefing on ROTC 
activities and visiting with 
University officials, they will 
witness a counter-guerrilla 
unit demonstration and will 
wind up their first day's ac- 
tivities at the Field Day. 
The tug-o-war, three-legg- 
ed races, skin-the-snake, and 
the dizzy-izzey are the hum- 
orous events for the Field 
Day. Special awards will re- 
cognize winners of the con- 
tests in the disassembly and 
the assembly of the M-l rifles 
sit-ups, and push-ups. 
An award for the company 
attaining the highest number 
of points will be a guidon 
streamer signifying the Field 
Day winner. All awards will 
be made on April 22. 
According to Parker, the 
Military Field Day is open to 
the public and no admission 
will be charged.      
Students Sign Petition 
On  Speaker-Ban Bill 
A group of Clemson stu- 
dents set up a table on the 
Loggia Wednesday to collect 
signatures for a petition urg- 
ing the state legislature and 
the Clemson administration 
to take a stand against the 
proposed speaker ban bill 
before the South Carolina leg- 
islature. 
By Wednesday evening, 
they had found around 1,250 
signers. 
Prior to the Loggia effort 
this group of students had 
collected 1,000 signatures by 
canvassing a section of the 
dormitories. While on the 
Loggia they collected an addi- 
tional 250 names. The peti- 
tion states, "We, the under- 
signed, are opposed to the 
Speaker-Ban Bill currently 
before the South Carolina 
State Legislature. We also 
feel that the Clemson Univer- 
sity administration should 
take a definite stand against 
this bill." 
Bob Joerger, a member of 
the group, said that he 
thought about ninety per cent 
of the student body opposed 
the bill, ten per cent didn't 
know anything about it, and 
one or two students were in 
favor of it. 
The group hopes to get 
more than 2,000 students to 
sign the petition. If they 
reach this goal, they plan to 
present the petition to Clem- 
son President R. C. Edwards 
and the state legislature. 
Application Deadline Set 
For Broadcasters Award 
Deadline for application for 
the two $400 scholarships that 
will be awarded by the South 
Carolina Broadcasters Assoc- 
iation to interest and encour- 
age students to investigate 
the field of broadcasting is 
•May 15. 
This sixth annual scholar- 
ship competition is open to 
high school seniors and to 
students at South Carolina 
DOlleges. All applicants must 
have a high school "B" or 
college "C" average or better. 
These  scholarships  are  good 
only at South    Carolina col- 
leges and universities. 
Applicants will be judged 
on the basis of character, 
academic performance, finan- 
cial need, and attitude to- 
ward the community. Applic- 
ation forms are available at 
any local radio or television 
station. Also, students may 
write Bruce Buchanan, P.O. 
Box 788, Greenville, S. C, for 
application blanks and full 
information. 
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It's A Sad Situation! AS YOU UKE IT 
Fighting Fire With Fire 
So much has been said about the 
ill-advisedness of a speaker ban bill 
—by the Charlotte Observer, the 
Greenville News, the Charleston 
News and Courier, as well as student 
newspapers in North and South Car- 
olina, that little is left for the TIGER 
to add. 
Most writers center their argu- 
ments around the danger of using 
Communist methods to fight Com- 
munism. The Charlotte Observer 
says speaker-banning flatters the 
Communists. 
But nobody sums it up better than 
Resident Judge Allen Gwyn of North 
Carolina, who writes: "Our strong- 
est criticism of the Communist cur- 
tain is that it closes the ears and 
minds of an enslaved people to the 
truths of freedom. Does the speak- 
er-ban law not embody the same 
principle? Is it not based upon the 
assumption that the less we hear 
from the Communists, the stronger 
we are? Is it not a confession to the 
world that we are afraid to hear the 
Communist side of the controversy?" 
The Durham (N. C.) Herald says, 
"... we in North Carolina go on im- 
plying that our hold on freedom is 
so precarious we dare not allow men 
or women to speak on any subject 
on state-supported campuses if those" 
men or women are Communists or 
have even been suspected of a Com- 
munist taint under certain circum- 
stances. 
"This is not a law for free men 
seeking to protect their vigorous 
free institutions. This is a law for 
cowards and those who believe they 
can only protect freedom by de- 
stroying aspects of freedom them- 
selves." 
The Greenville News has said, 
"Diversity of opinion is to be wel- 
comed. South Carolina is not a 'clos- 
ed society.' Exposure of college stu- 
dents to measured, reasonable and 
orderly discussion of public issues 
can be tolerated even though the 
views expressed are not shared by a 
majority of the state's citizens." 
A columnist in the Charleston 
News and Courier has written, "If I 
were president of a college—state- 
supported or not—I would try to 
give my students an opportunity to 
hear spokesmen of all different poli- 
tical beliefs. 
"If I could line up the speakers, 
I'd be pleased to have my pupils 
hear such extremists and alleged ex- 
tremists (depending on one's view- 
point) as Alger Hiss, Khrushchev, 
Owen Lattimore, Martin Luther 
King, Rudolph Hess, Juan Peron, 
Norman Thomas, Strom Thurmond, 
Barry Goldwater, Lyndon Johnson, 
CURES FOR PAYNE 
the head of the John Birch Society. 
"I would think that, by bringing 
in such individuals, I was increasing 
the knowledge of my students in 
political science. I would also figure 
that some of the students might get 
a new idea or two from the talks." 
A problem of South Carolina's 
proposed speaker ban bill which 
hasn't been explored to any depth 
is the criterion one is supposed to 
use in declaring a person to be a 
Communist. Apparently the authors 
of the bill think that anyone who 
has exercised his constitutional right 
(by taking the Fifth Amendment) 
before the House Un-American Ac- 
tivities Committee has admitted that 
he is a Communist. The authors ap- 
parently fail to realize that many 
who have taken the Fifth Amend- 
ment before the Committee have 
done so in protest of the Commit- 
tee's high controversial methods. 
Another major problem in speak- 
er-banning is that so many people in 
this state, even ones in influential 
positions, still lump Communists, 
socialists, atheists, pacifists, Cathol- 
ics, Jews, liberals, integrationists, 
economists and epileptics into one 
big group they call "subversives." 
Should some of these people (the 
ones who think nearly everyone is 
a "subversive") ever get control of 
the state legislature (and the pos- 
sibility is not out of the question), 
no one anywhere politically to the 
left of Strom Thurmond would speak 
at college campuses—whether he 
spoke on racial integration or Lebes- 
gue integration. 
And of course there are those who 
don't think college students are in- 
telligent enough to be confronted 
with ideas foreign to the Palmetto 
State . . . To these people it should 
be pointed out that a college sopho- 
more has had around five years 
more formal education than the av- 
erage South Carolinian over twenty- 
five years old. 
And there are also those who say 
that the more education you have, 
the more susceptible you are to the 
subversive "line." And there are 
those who believe that Communism 
is a contagious disease which college 
students catch after only one ex- 
posure. And there are those who be- 
lieve that your best friend might be 
one, or your preacher, or your broth- 
er ... . 
Fortunately, however, there are 
also those who can view the matter 
rationally, and we are confident 
that they will see to it that the 
speaker ban resolution is delivered 
to its proper receptacle. 
"Hey, Old Lady, Ever Gross Anybody Out ?" 
. By  LARRY  JOE  PAYNE 
TIGER Columnist 
; "Old lady, did you go to 
Spring Sounds? Man, didn't 
•you think it was great. I 
mean all those cute little re- 
marks that old Rick and 
;Herb made. I don't see how 
•they got away with all those 
iiasty remarks and jokes. 
Some of them were a little 
gross, and you know that 
;any time I admit something 
•like that, it must really be 
•gross. But how they got a- 
Iway with it is still a mystery 
;to me. I mean you know the 
;administration, and this 
University. No Playboy sold 
'downtown. Strict rules gov- 
erning the coeds. I just don't 
:see how they got away with 
it. 
"You did go, didn't you. 
•Boy, it sure was funny when 
those two girls sat down on 
the front row in the balcony. 
The way the rest of the 
students laughed and car- 
ried on really restored my 
confidence in the troops. I 
mean I thought for a min- 
ute that no one was going 
to make a scene out of it — 
really had me worried. But 
at least they will know not 
to expect too much from us 
good old Clemson Gentle- 
men the next time they at- 
tend one of our student 
functions. 
"You should have been 
sitting with me, old lady. 
There was this coed and her 
date sitting in front of me. 
J  kept  laughing  at all the 
'dirties' and would turn to 
this kid sitting beside me 
and explain them to him. 
He knew what they meant, 
but I just wanted to make 
sure that coed didn't miss 
out on them. I talked real 
loud, you know, so she could 
hear me. Oh, I wish you 
could have seen the back of 
her neck. It was a nice 
shade of red. Her boyfriend 
was a real prude. He 
wouldn't even turn and look 
at her when our row made 
these dirty little remarks a- 
bout those two girls in those 
short little dresses. I know 
the guy heard me. 
"And there was this man 
and his wife sitting in front 
of us. They didn't laugh at 
the jokes, especially the best 
ones, very much. I guess 
they were just old stuffies. 
But we let them know that 
we were Clemson students 
who didn't mind offending 
people. Course I'm glad my 
sister wasn't sitting in front 
of me. But it doesn't really 
matter about coeds. I mean 
they shouldn't come here if 
they can't take a little gross- 
ness. You never will be- 
lieve this, but some guy told 
me after it was over that he 
was sure glad he didn't take 
his date. Of course he is one 
of the dupes that would 
probably respect a girl. 
Those type really kill me. 
You can't respect a girl any- 
more. People will think you 
are abnormal or maybe get- 
ting  a  little  human.  After 
all, I didn't ask the coeds to 
come to school here. I have 
a girl back home and as long 
as she isn't around, I can 
gross out all the girls I 
want to. 
"But finally the guy sit- 
ting in front of us got up 
and left. Took his date with 
him, too. He gave us a real 
dirty look when he left, but 
he wasn't about to say any- 
thing to us. I guess he fig- 
ured he didn't want to take 
on the whole row, or maybe 
he was just chicken, or 
didn't want to start a fight 
in the auditorium. After he 
left, and his date wasn't 
sitting in front to hear my 
remarks, I lost all interest 
in the thing. 
"I'm sure looking forward 
to dance weekend this com- 
ing Friday. It will mean that 
I can put on my scodiest 
clothes and go up on the 
loggia or to "the canteen or 
to Dan's and look at all the 
girls. Might even be able to 
gross a few out. You should 
join me. Five or six of us 
will probably get together. 
It's always better to have a 
group. That way some guy 
that would ordinarily take a 
swing at you for insulting 
his date will think five times 
before he swings. Of course 
we will probably get drunk 
first. That way, being drunk, 
the girl will think that we 
are real swingers, and her 
date will brush us off as 
just being a bunch of 
drunks. Friday night should 
LETTERS TO TOM 
Tom's Letters Discuss Speaker Ban (Again) 
Cribbing Profs, And Speaker Ban (Still Again) 
Dear Mr. Editor: 
The editorial in the March 
19, 1965, TIGER titled "Con- 
troversial Speakers Vital" 
disturbs me as an alumnus. 
I am not particularly dis- 
turbed because I think the 
editorial will greatly change 
the "image" of Clemson, nor, 
because it is so good as to 
merit commendation or so 
bad as to merit condemna- 
tion, but because it treats a 
serious matter lightly in a 
serious vein. 
I am not certain that a 
law to ban undesirable 
speakers is required, but I 
am certain that some sort 
of reasonable screening, or 
ban, is needed in this day 
when top educational and 
governmental realms are 
infested with self-styled li- 
berals glowing like fireflies 
with what you call "intel- 
lectual vitality." 
It seems that Clemson's 
President handled the situ- 
ation very well in the case 
of Mollegen — maybe that's 
the kind of screening we 
need. I cannot believe that 
Clemson suffered any great 
loss as a result of Mollegen 
and Edwards agreeing that 
it best that Mollegen not 
appear. Did it ever occur to 
you that perhaps an error 
was made in inviting Mol- 
legen? 
Skip William Buckley and 
Mario Savio then look at 
one Martin Luther King. It 
is enough to say that it is 
to the everlasting disgrace 
of the Baptist denomination 
(Southern Baptist Conven- 
tion) that he was invited to 
speak at chapel exercises at 
the Southern Baptist Theo- 
logical Seminary at Louis- 
ville — and the person re- 
sponsible for the invitation 
has never been dismissed. 
"Speaker-banning is an 
impiety in academic circles 
— is a direct insult to stu- 
dents — is stifling to stu- 
dent intellectual vitality — 
where intellectual vitality is 
practically non - existent." 
These statements, as quoted, 
also disturb me. I am dis- 
turbed because I refuse to 
believe that Clemson stu- 
dents have practically no 
intellectual vitality, that 
banning of speakers (Red 
and Pinks) is an impiety, 
or that such banning (or 
screening) is an insult to 
any good American of the 
type which predominates on 
Clemson's rolls. 
Perhaps some of your as- 
sociates who feel so hurt a- 
bout the prospect for screen- 
ing of subversives from your 
really be fun because all 
those gung-ho ROTC boys 
will be in their uniforms 
and their dates will be in 
these real fancy dresses. We 
can really make fun of the 
toy soldiers who play Army 
or Air Force every Thurs- 
day. 
"Whatcha say, old lady? 
. . . Hey, old lady, how come 
you looking at me like 
that?" 
speaker lists could get re- 
lief by following Martin 
Luther King around Ala- 
bama and hearing him often 
— maybe they would get a 
shot of "intellectual vitali- 
ty" by marching with him 
(and watching what goes on 
at night in one of his camps). 
An "impiety" is, accord- 
ing to Webster, "want of 
natural dutifulness toward 
parents." Parents of Clem- 
son students do not want 
their sons and daughters ex- 
posed to persuasion by 
speakers of doubtful and 
dubious philosophies. They 
send them to Clemson to a- 
void this type of tripe, not 
to embrace it. 
Yours   very  truly, 
E. H. Agnew, '16 
Starr, South Carolina 
Cheating Of 
Another Color 
Dear Tom: 
Cheating by students in 
schools across the country is 
a major problem, but how 
often does one hear a con- 
demnation of the professor 
who cheats the student? 
This also is a problem, but 
professors and administra- 
tors treat it as the proverb- 
ial skeleton in the closet. Or 
worse, they take a "well- 
that's-just-too-bad"  attitude. 
Or they evade. At a Col- 
lege Conference held recent- 
ly, Dean Charles Witten of 
USC spoke on "Morality and 
Honor" — college cheating. 
During the following ques- 
tion-and-answer period, a 
Clemson student brought up 
the question of professor 
cheating. His question was 
dismissed before he had ev- 
en finished asking it. 
A quiz is supposedly de- 
signed to measure a stu- 
dent's knowledge of the sub- 
ject—the resulting grade 
should reflect this know- 
ledge. But this is not always 
the case. 
What are examples of 
professor cheating on our 
own campus?: the math pro- 
fessor who marked a calcul- 
us problem completely 
wrong because the student 
made a careless arithmetic- 
al error—did this slight er- 
ror mean he didn't know the 
calculus? . . . the history 
professor who marked a se- 
ven-part question complete- 
ly wrong because the stu- 
dent didn't know one part 
. . . the history professor 
who marked a question on 
the Nullification Act com- 
pletely wrong because the 
student used the word "nul- 
lify" in his answer . . . the 
English professor who gave 
an over-long quiz, admitted 
that he should make allow- 
ance for this in his grading, 
and then did not . . . pro- 
fessors from all departments 
who give overlong quizzes 
. . . the Spanish professor 
who started a fifty-minute 
quiz ten minutes late . .. . the 
professor who gave a long 
objective quiz and then 
tacked a lengthy essay ques- 
tion on the end ... lit pro- 
fessors who give quizzes too 
long for the student to have 
time to proofread, then cut 
the grade one or even sev- 
eral letters because of spell- 
ing and composition errors 
. . . the history professor 
who gives essay-type quizzes 
all semester, then gives an 
objective-type exam on mi- 
nor details with little or no 
warning . . . and so it goes, 
ad naseum. 
Will professors and ad- 
ministrators who read this 
get on the defensive, or will 
they take a long, hard, 
honest look at themselves 
and their collegues and at- 
tack this problem with as 
much vigor as they fight 
student cheating? 
Carla Ann Griffin 
Banning Is Out 
Dear Tom: 
As a Clemson University 
student and a resident of 
South Carolina, I should like 
to congratulate the editors 
of the TIGER for their co- • 
gent and outspoken stand on 
the speaker-ban bill cur- 
rently before the South Car- 
olina State Legislature. This 
bill raises questions that 
should be of vital concern 
to the students, faculty, and 
administration of any col- 
lege or university. 
Apparently our state leg- 
islature would add fuel to 
the fire of opposition to the 
House Un-American Activi- 
ties Committee by joining 
the ranks of those who in- 
timidate or in some way 
place restrictions on those 
who have taken the Fifth A- 
mendment before this com- 
mittee. Is it not strangely 
foreign to the spirit of our 
Constitution to take such ac- 
tion against someone be- 
cause he has exercised a 
Constitutional right (as if he 
had been convicted of some 
crime by the courts; or, in- 
deed, as if the very use of 
this privilege were itself a 
crime)? Is there not some- 
thing paradoxical about us- 
ing totalitarian tactics in the 
name of preserving free- 
dom? 
The bill also prompts one 
again to ask what is, and 
what should be, the nature 
of a university. Is a univer- 
sity not a place where an 
atmosphere of free inquiry 
and free discussion of ideas 
prevails? If so, are state un- 
iversities somehow differ- 
ent from other educational 
institutions in that they are 
able to provide an education 
without allowing certain 
ideas to be voiced? 
It seems that there are 
men in our legislature who 
feel that some students in 
our state colleges and uni- 
versities are not capable of 
coping with ideas, of exam- 
(Continued on page 3) 
Papers  "Ambassador" 
Sees  Pressure  Mount 
By FRANK PEARCE 
Associate Editor 
My head has been on the chopping block of 
late. First, all grades of folks have accused me of 
using the power of the pen to castigate a fellow 
athlete for wearing his Block C sweater without 
having gone through the initiation. Well, it wasn't 
an intended castigation of anybody. Nor was it a 
defense of "an orgiastic circus" as a Letter To 
Tom implied last week. And the person in ques- 
tion was not the first person in thirty years NOT 
to go through the initiation. He's just the first of 
those who didn't go through who claimed the 
right to wear his sweater. 
Athletes set up the Block C club and the initia- 
tion. They are the ones who go through the ini- 
tiation. They are the ones who earned the letter, 
whether a major or a minor sport. But no matter 
what the sport, that initiation puts everybody on 
equal footing. And the majority of the athletes 
are in favor of the status quo (as nasty as that 
term may sound today). If a change is in order, 
as some people contend, then it is my contention 
that the athletes themselves are the ones who 
should institute it. And change in this sense does 
not mean one athlete by himself. But if there are 
many more than one who side with him, then 
perhaps a change is in order. 
And ye old column last week set some folks on 
their respective ears. Somebody was even talk- 
ing about an anti-Pearce demonstration. They 
called it off because they claimed that there 
wasn't a place in Clemsen big enough to hold all 
the people who would show up for it. 
Then comes through the mail a semi-newsletter 
from a local church of which I am a member. On 
it is found a poem that the Harvard Lampoon 
could claim with pride. So Pearce opens his 
mouth, as usual, to ask what this has to do with 
religion and Kawhooee! Right away he finds out 
that whether it is pertinent to religion or not is 
of no consequence because it is "cool", and if the 
church newsletter has the "farsightedness and the 
social courage to be cool then more power to it." 
The guy who blasted out with this bit of religious 
enlightment was so cool himself that I froze up 
before I could ask any more questions and merely 
made a square little path to the door. 
And two weeks ago when I pointed out what 
Clemson's own Miley-Bird said in Newsweek a- 
bout that three-letter-word and its position here 
in Clemson . . . the Miley-Bird blew a head gasket 
and three tail feathers telling me how much 
trouble I had gotten him into. Did everybody see 
that quote? It was page 58 of the March 22 issue, 
middle column near the top of the page. 
And Editor Bill says in his editorial last week 
that the "frats" marched "Selma Style" on the 
President's home. So what do all the frats do but 
jump on Pearce as the TIGER'S ambassador at 
large and demand explanation. And Pearce opens 
his mouth, as usual, but this time he just stands 
there big, fat, freckled, and stuttering, cause it is 
that he does not know what to say in such a situa- 
tion. 
Then came the moans about all the letters on 
the editorial page last week. Untold are the num- 
bers who pointed out that the TIGER is supposed 
to roar for Clemson and just what kind of noise 
was that which filled the middle of the editorial 
page. They were growls, but I'll agree that most 
Tigers can be found roaring in a more positive 
tone. Want to start a petition to prove it? 
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Coffee House Opens=Expresso, Entertainment Furnished 
By GARLAND G. GOODEN 
TIGER Feature Writer 
"Twas brillig and the slithy toves 
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe: 
All mimsy were the borogoves, 
And the mome raths outgrabe. 
Beware the Jabberwock, my son! 
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch! 
Beware the Jubjub bird and shun 
The frumious Bandersnatch.'" 
The year was 1855. Charles Dodgson, known to 
most of us as Lewis Carroll, was twenty-three. He 
had just completed the first sections of the non- 
sense poem, "Jabberwocky", which later was en- 
tered into his book, Through the Looking Glass. 
At the time of its publication, the poem meant 
little or nothing   to   the   reading   public. But, 
through Carroll's own interpretation of the work, 
it has become the most famous nonsense poem 
of the English language. 
Roughly translated, the word refers to the end 
product of excited discussion. Thus did Lewis 
Carroll unwittingly derive the name for the new, 
non-profit business for the benefit of the com- 
munity now appearing on the Clemson campus, 
the Jabberwock Society 
The principal function of 
the new society is the opera- 
tion of the Jabberwock Cof- 
fee House in downtown Clem- 
son. Opening Thursday night 
the Coffee House will extend 
its activities through dance 
week-end with student enter- 
tainment. Thursday night's 
program included perform- 
ances by the Red Eye Jug 
Band and Dendy Sloan. Fri- 
day and Saturday night's 
show will feature the Chate- 
aux, Peggy Gentle, the Fort 
Hill Mountain String Band, 
with a Charlie Chaplin film 
festival shown by Dr. Mark 
Steadman of the English de- 
partment. 
"The main purpose of the 
Coffee House is to offer a 
focal point for administra- 
tion-faculty-student dialogue, 
and also an informal center 
of social activities and enter- 
tainment," said John McCart- 
er, trustee and chairman of 
the operations committee. 
"We encourage the faculty, 
administration, and especially 
the coeds to frequent the Jab- 
berwock. A variety of enter- 
tainment is planned for the 
evenings and we will present, 
interesting talks by leading- 
campus speakers. Campus 
dramatic groups have already 
volunteered to perform." 
Mike Sinclair, chief cook 
and bottle washer and 'cap- 
tain of the good ship A-8', has 
prepared a menu. It consists 
of a variety of sundry goodies 
such as Expresso, Coffee Ma- 
jestic, Coffee y Rum, Coffee 
Viennese, Vintage Chinese 
Tea, domestic tea, pepper- 
mint tea, spiced tea, Coffee 
U.S. of A., and assorted pas- 
tries. 
The House consists of three 
rooms in the basement be- 
neath Sloan's campus shop. 
As John McCarter puts it, 
"The serving counter will be 
in the Bandersnatch room, 
which will be the center of 
conversation in the afternoon 
and is decorated with bryllyg 
and slythy colors. The water 
The immortal Jabberwocky, meaning the end product of 
much excited discussion, is here depicted in its awesome 
awfulness by Rhet Riley. 
Dedicated, Hard Working, Dependable 
Willing to  WORK   for 
Clemson 
VOTE 
JACK GREEN 
for 
STUDENT  BODY  PRESIDENT 
Intellectual, Social Organizations 
Offered To Interested Students 
Charles Hall, the Jabberwocky electrician, daubs under the critical supervision of 
Keith Dantzler, facilities chairman, and the wondering gaze of Steve Ackerman, cof- 
fee drinker.   (Photo by Riewe) 
closet is distractively design- 
ed to entertain patrons." 
The evening entertainment 
will be presented in the Jub- 
jub room, and the smaller 
middle room, the name of 
which has not been decided 
upon, will display student art 
work. 
As a fund raising idea, it 
was decided that separate 
bricks in the Bandersnatch 
room would be sold for 25c 
each, the buyer being allowed 
to write his name, the date, 
and other personal data on 
the brick he secures. 
The Coffee House will op- 
erate from three o'clock p.m. 
until twelve p.m. Thursday, 
Friday, and Saturday of this 
week-end. Operation will con- 
tinue through the next week 
at hours to be announced. 
The Coffee House is the re- 
sult of the joint efforts of 
many people who cannot all 
be    named    in    this    short 
column. Their progress has 
been remarkable over the 
past weeks. 
After work Monday night, 
Joe Ruzicka, president of the 
Coffee House Council, com- 
mented of the situation at 
that time. 
"At present," he said, "the 
Coffee House is a conglomer- 
ation of many things, people, 
and ideas. But we need many 
more things, people, and 
ideas, and money." 
EXPERIENCED IN STUDENT GOVERNMENT, 
CAPABLE AND  WILLING 
VOTE 
RUSTY NEWTON 
For STUDENT BODY VICE PRESIDENT 
By CHARLES HILL 
TIGER Feature Writer 
The following quote, from 
an article in this month's 
Playboy entitled "The History 
of Sex In Cinetna", is such an 
appropriate introduction to 
this week's flicks that I can't 
resist reprinting it. Quoth 
authors Arthur Knight and 
Hollis Alpert: 
"When Pillow Talk ... be- 
gan to rack up unanticipated 
grosses all across the United 
States, every studio flew into 
production with frankly im- 
itative efforts in which the 
heroine (Doris Day or a rea- 
sonably exact facsimile) 
strove successfully to protect 
her virginity against amusing 
but formidable odds, and in 
which the flippant dialog 
(written by Stanley Shapiro 
or a reasonably exact facsi- 
mile) was more flagrantly 
suggestive than anything ev- 
er before heard in American 
pictures .... 
"At this point, so many 
have appeared, with inter- 
changeable casts and titles, 
that it is quite impossible to 
differentiate between a Move 
Over, Darling and a Lover 
Come Back. What all have in 
common, however, is their 
ready acceptance by Ameri- 
can audiences—and B ratings 
("Morally objectionable in 
part or all") from the Legion 
of Decency." 
Strange Bedfellows 
Strange Bedfellows is a lat- 
ter-day claimant to the afore- 
mentioned legacy. In this one 
Gina Lollobrigida is the stand- 
in for Miss Day, although she 
somehow fails to convey the 
girl-next-door type. Wonder 
why? Rock Hudson is her 
male counterpart in a role he 
himself helped make popular. 
And The Third Man is also 
the originator of his type — 
Gig Young. Melvin Frank 
writes instead of Mr. Shapiro. 
Beautiful carbon copy. 
Obviously, the important 
thing about this type movie 
is not plot, for here there is 
very little differentiation. 
What    is    important    is    to 
change the characters, colors, 
clothes, settings, and punch 
lines effectively. In other 
words, it's not. so much the 
content but the manner of 
presentation : that corners the 
laughs. This one will probab- 
ly be as amusing as any of 
its predecessors. It's just sad 
that no one can come up with 
anything that's testy, zesty, 
or new in the field of comedy. 
How To Murder Your Wife 
How To Murder Your Wife 
is a reasonable deviation 
from the previous. Some si- 
milarities in cast are too ob- 
vious to ignore, however. For 
example, Jack Lemmon is the 
male star, and he's been here 
before. Terry-Thomas is the 
male co-star, and he also has 
a bit part in Strange Bedfel- 
lows. George Axelrod, a reg- 
ular writer on this route, did 
the screenplay. Sound famil- 
iar? 
This one, at least, has an 
amusingly different plot. 
Lemmon is a cartoon-strip 
artist. One night he goes to 
a bachelor party, gets stoned, 
and wakes up married, to a 
luscious Italian doll named 
Virna Lisi. For some strange 
reason, Jack isn't happy with 
this arrangement. His comic 
strip begins to reflect the 
misadventures of  a  married 
boob. But when fictional 
hubby gets rid of fictional 
wife, and real wife disap- 
pears, Justice gets suspicious 
and tries Lemmon for mur- 
der. The result is some bril- 
liantly amusing scenes and 
sounds. One critic called the 
effort "one of the few really 
funny films to come out of 
Hollywood: this year." 
Rounding out the flicks this 
week is a cute British serv- 
ice comedy called Operation 
Snafu. It's got a cast—Sean 
(James Bond) Connery, Stan- 
ley ("My Fair Lady") Hollo- 
way, and Alan (the comic) 
King. Can you imagine? Dou- 
ble-O Seven plays a gypsy air 
force private, all brawn and 
no brain. That's different! 
By TOM RAMSAY 
TIGER  Feature Writer 
Clemson is a university in 
name, and whether or not it 
is in other senses is for stu- 
dents to decide for them- 
selves. A point for consider- 
ation in such a decision might 
well be the apparent campus- 
wide movement for students 
of like interests, professional 
goals, aims, and motivations 
to 'get together.' 
Whether it is a sports team, 
an arts organization, a pro- 
fessionally based group, a 
scholastic chapter, a coffee 
house movement, or others, 
Clemson's students seem to be 
imbued this year with a high- 
er congregation propensity 
than usual. Proof of this is 
the relatively many new org- 
anizational constitutions that 
have been submitted to the1 
student senate for approval. 
A look through old TAPS 
will reveal, however, that 
some of these activities are 
actually not 'first timers' but 
revitalized organiza- 
tions which have long been 
defunct. 
For example consider the 
newly organized Clemson 
Players now in the midst of 
preparation for their produc- 
tion of Bell, Book, and Can- 
dle. Bygone TAPS include 
many dramatic groups, some 
long lived, others not, but 
somewhere along the pages 
they fade out completely. In 
1962-1963 for example a stu- 
dent with acting aspirations 
had two choices; he could 
join the town's Little Theater 
or he could remain frustrat- 
ed! 
Today, thanks to the sincere 
efforts of a well qualified 
faculty member and a large 
> number of students who are 
interested in every aspect of 
dramatics, Clemson has al- 
ready seen one excellent dra- 
matic production and will 
soon see a second. 
Another resuscitated assoc- 
iation is the recently reorg- 
anized Clemson University 
Educational Association, the 
student N.E.A. It was estab- 
lished to encourage a closer 
union between majors and 
minors in education at Clem- 
son, to disseminate informa- 
tion concerning teacher 
trends, professional opportun- 
itiesj and educational activi- 
ties of n o n - professional 
groups. 
The constitutionally ex- 
pressed purposes of this as- 
sociation are generally typic- 
al of most of these new pro- 
fessionally based organiza- 
tions. 
Our Social Sciences Depart- 
ment has seen the birth of 
two new groups under its 
auspices this year. The Clem- 
son University Economics 
Club and a history colloqui- 
um. 
The economics group was 
established with one of its 
chief aims being to cultivate 
student interest in economics. 
They are planning a survey 
of recent economics graduates 
from Clemson to determine 
how many are still in the 
field of economics, their sal- 
ary range, job opportunities, 
and other pertinent items. 
This will enable a realistic 
prediction of what the future 
holds for this career. The 
C.U.E.C. is including lectur- 
ers in their programs. Dr. 
Macaulay of the Graduate 
School has spoken before the 
group, and recently a pro- 
gram on the gold reserve was 
presented. 
Carl Becker's better known 
works have been the subject 
of study by the history collo- 
quim. After reading, for ex- 
ample, The Heavenly City of 
the Eighteenth Century Phil- 
osophers, interested students 
and  faculty  meet   to  discuss 
the ideas and conclusions that 
the author suggests. 
Several weeks ago Dr. C. W. 
Harris, Executive Secretary 
of National Beta Club, was at 
Clemson to present a charter 
to yet another new organiza- 
tion, The Clemson Chapter of 
Gamma Beta Phi Society. 
"The purpose of this organ- 
ization shall be the promo- 
tion of scholarship, leadership 
and good citizenship at Clem- 
son University." 
What then do we have? Is 
it an awakening from a 'Dark   ■ 
Ages like'  period   in   Clem- 
son's   history?   Clemson   stu- 
dents seem to be discovering 
or rediscovering reasons    for   - 
congregating for intellectual, 
social and professional horiz-   .- 
on widening. 
Most of these organizations   ; 
have the characteristic of be-   - 
ing  "for anyone who is in- 
terested," and thus Clemson's   „ 
students have a growing vis- 
ta of opportunities to add to   - 
their general information in- 
dex   and  become  more  uni- 
versity-like students, for they  „ 
will be the final measure of 
how much   of   a   university 
Clemson is. 
Tom Gets Letters ... 
FOR FINANCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
VOTE 
JIM CUNNINGHAM 
FOR 
STUDENT BODY TREASURER 
Visit the new 
EL DORADO STEAK HOUSE 
OPEN 5 P.M. - 12  P.M. 
CLEMSON   HWY. 
ANDERSON,  S.  C 
CA-8169 
Senate Works 
(Continued from page 1) 
Geology Building, as this is 
the only suitable location for 
the necessary 500 lockers. 
Several committees were 
given additional assignments. 
General Affairs was asked to 
look into room assignments 
in the 11th dorm; Traffic and 
Grounds was given the repair 
of a ditch in the 10th dorm 
parking lot, and the replace- 
ment of the public faucets for 
washing cars in the same lot. 
The assistant secretary was 
asked to see the Resident 
Counselor concerning enforce- 
ment of the no fireworks rule 
and publicizing of openings 
for hall supervisors and mon- 
itors. 
(Continued from page 2) 
ihing an issue and making a 
rational decision. If indeed 
some do hold this opinion, I 
might remind them that the 
majority of students in state 
schools attended high school 
in South Carolina, where 
they studied American his- 
tory and American govern- 
ment. Is this then an ack- 
nowledgement that South 
Carolina's education is in- 
adequate? If so, I would sug- 
gest that attacking the root 
of the problem would prove 
more satisfactory. 
If we are to form an opin-i 
ion on this bill, then these 
questions, as well as those 
posed by the TIGER editors 
last week, must be answer- 
ed. I challenge both the un- 
iversity community and the 
members of our legislature 
to examine the issues in a 
spirit of free inquiry. I ask 
that heated, emotional argu- 
ments be discarded in favor 
of reason. If this challenge 
is accepted, I have no doubt 
that this bill will then meet 
with resounding defeat. 
Stephen C. King, '65 
Bomb The Ban 
Dear Tom: 
I share the views of the 
TIGER editorialists who 
have spoken out against the 
speaker ban bill now be- 
fore our state legislature. 
It has taken 100 years for 
the majority of the people 
in our country to realize 
and to act toward termina- 
tion of discrimination aris- 
ing from a difference in 
race. I now find a proposal 
in our state which again 
curtails the rights of citi- 
zens. 
Will we ever leam? 
E. TV Samulski 
THE SAFE WAY to stay alert 
without harmful stimulants 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
our 
Special  Offer 
NoDos™ keeps you mentally 
alert with the tame safe re- 
fresher found in coffee. Yet 
NoDo* is faster, handier.more 
reliable. Absolutely not habit- 
forming. Next time monotony 
makes you feel drowsy while 
studying, working or driving, 
do as millions do i.. perk up 
with safe, effective NoDoa 
Keep Alert Tablets. 
SENTORS 
has pleased Clemson graduates 
For YEARS 
Small Down  Payment 
Financing To Suit You 
TAKE DELIVERY HOW! 
PAY LATER 
MAULDIN 
COMPANY 
PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA 
— BANK RATE FINANCING — 
Call 646-3916 or 646-3354 
Parks anywhere 
You can 
Like just 
A Honda is a slim 24' 
at the widest point. This 
narrows down the hunt for 
a parking space considerably. 
slide into almost any shady spot. 
outside of English Lit. Hondas fit into slim budgets too. 
Prices start about $215*. Gas goes farther, up to 200 mpg 
on some models. And cutting your wheels in half does just 
about the same thing for insurance costs. Or more. 
This is the sporty Super 90 with its distinguishedT-bone 
frame. Tops 60 mph. Just one of the 15 Honda models that 
make other campus transportation strictly for the birds. 
See the Honda representative on your campus or write: 
American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department Cl, 100 
West Alondra Boulevard,   1 1^^^. Il^^/V 
Gardena,California90247.  I n^^l >■■—^^\\ 
world's biggest seller I 
•plus dealer's set-up and transportation charges •J«W 
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Spanish Prof. Remembers Castro 
By TONDY McGOWAN 
Feature Writer 
Jan. 1, 1959, is the day that 
sticks in the memories of Mr. 
and Mrs. G. E. Fernandez as 
the day that their country 
was betrayed. Mr. Fernandez; 
who now teaches Spanish in 
the Modern Languages De- 
partment here at Clemson, 
was once a lawyer in Ha- 
vana, Cuba. He taught Eng- 
lish and math there occasion- 
ally and served as an admin- 
istrator in the Tutoring 
School. 
Mr. Fernandez says that 
when Fidel Castro made his 
first speech to the people of 
Cuba on Jan. 8, 1960, Castro 
(himself a lawyer) destroyed 
the profession of law when 
he accused the Cuban lawyers 
of being the defenders of dic- 
tatorial tyranny in Cuba. 
With this accusation and the 
eventual abolition of the prin- 
ciples of criminal law, says 
Mr. Fernandez, he decided 
that it would be best to leave 
the country where he could 
no longer make a living. (Only 
if he had joined the Com- 
munist party could he have 
continued to practice law, 
such as it was.) The forma- 
tion of the Revolutionary Tri- 
bunal and the legalization of 
mass execution (with the ap- 
proval of emotional crowds) 
served greatly to strengthen 
his decision. With the aboli- 
tion of the protection provid- 
ed by the Cuban Constitution 
prohibiting the death penalty 
in Cuba, the Fernandezes 
gathered few of their belong- 
ings and left for the United 
States. 
They arrived at Miami In- 
ternational Airport in Oct., 
1960 with $5 and their cloth- 
ing. With some help from a 
relative of Mrs. Fernandez, 
they were able to relocate. 
Fernandez, who attended the 
University of Havana, and 
his family came to Clemson 
in Sept., 1962. 
The Fernandezes both have 
a great understanding of Com- 
munism; they realize the dan- 
gers and have a healthy re- 
spect for the power of the 
"World Revolution." They 
both tell of the extremely 
poor conditions which have 
overtaken their homeland as 
the result of a part of this 
Revolution. Mrs. Fernandez 
says that one of the greatest 
dangers is that the Commun- 
ists instigate the people of a 
country to betray one another 
and rebel against their own 
government. 
They are able to infiltrate 
such governments with very 
little, if any, awareness on the 
part of the people of the 
country. She says that it was 
in this way that Fidel Castro 
was able to dupe the people 
of Cuba into supporting him. 
There was a dictatorship to 
be overthrown — granted it 
was not good—but the sacri- 
fices called for his appeal, 
"we shall eat malanga," (a 
very cheaply grown commod- 
ity similar to potatoes) have 
doubled and redoubled. The 
Cuban people no longer have 
even "malanga" to eat. They 
export the meager crop they 
can raise to Latin America as 
good-will gifts from the Cu- 
ban Communist regime. 
Mr. Fernandez went fur- 
ther to describe the govern- 
ment that arose as a result 
of Castro's Revolution. The 
first law passed under the 
new regime was an urban re- 
form law which made it ille- 
gal for a property owner td 
sell his land without permis- 
sion from the government. 
With such permission the 
land could be sold only for 
the price of $4 per square 
meter set by the government 
(some land was worth up to 
$100 per square meter). The 
subsequent laws of the re- 
gime continued to restrict 
personal property and -indi- 
vidual rights. It didn't take 
long   for   Mr.   Fernandez   to 
Senior MS Cadets 
Given Notification 
Of Future Service 
Senior cadets in the Army 
ROTC program recently re- 
ceived notification of the 
branches in which they will 
serve when they go on active 
duty as second lieutenants. 
Over the whole United 
States, 71.3 per cent of the 
senior cadets received their 
firstibranch preference. A per- 
centage of 12.6 received their 
second choice, and 16.1 per 
cent received their third pref- 
erence for branch assignment. 
Of the 150 prospective sec- 
ond lieutenants from Clem- 
son, the Corps of Engineers 
drew the largest number, 27, 
while 26 lieutenants chose 
ordnance as their branch as- 
signment. Artillery drew 19 
cadets for the third largest 
group. 
Ten cadets chose Army avi- 
ation as their branch; they 
will spend a minimum of 
three years on active duty, 
while most of the other as- 
signments call for a minimum 
of two years of active service. 
realize the similarity between 
the situation in Cuba and 
that of the overthrown gov- 
ernments of Europe and Asia. 
Although he recognized the 
absolute power the small 
group of Communists had at- 
tained (with the help of hys- 
terical mobs), he did not be- 
lieve that the regime would 
last long only ninety miles 
from the United States. But 
now he sees this Cuban gov- 
ernment not only maintaining 
Communist control in Cuba 
but also attempting success- 
fully to export it to the coun- 
tries of Latin America and 
Central America. Even while 
they still lived in Cuba, the 
Fernandezes saw many 
strange Latin American faces 
training in what they believe 
to have been Communistic 
tactics. 
On being asked why he 
thinks the United States has 
not taken steps to eradicate 
this situation, Mr. Fernandez 
says that he feels it is be- 
cause the people of the United 
States were not fully inform- 
ed of the danger in Cuba. 
Now apathy has set in. He 
says the American press has 
not made good propaganda 
against Castro. He says he be- 
lieves that this is why the 
Cuban missile crisis in 1962 
was a surprise to many Amer- 
icans. 
The Fernandezes feel very 
strongly about the situation 
and are quite willing to dis- 
cuss the plight of Cuba and 
other non-Communist coun- 
tries. They also join in prais- 
ing the opportunity they have 
found in the United States 
and greatly hope that nothing 
will ever happen to destroy 
the great opportunity of 
America. 
A message of importance to sophomore men 
If you've got what it takes 
to be an Army Officen 
you may qualify for this new 
on campus training program 
A new Army ROTC program starts this 
coming Summer for sophomore men who apply 
prior to May 1—only 3,000 applicants to be accepted 
If you're a sophomore now attending one of the 247 colleges and universities that 
offer Army Officer training—or you plan to transfer to one of these schools next 
Fall—you may qualify for the new two-year Army ROTC program. 
This new program—designed especially for college men who have not taken 
Army ROTC during their first two years—will commence with six weeks of 
field training this coming Summer, beginning June 14. Then you'll have 
on-campus training during your junior year ... six additional weeks at camp 
during the following Summer ... and more on-campus training during your 
senior year. Even flight training is offered at some schools. 
ROTC training is really a process of learning to organize and direct others— 
to be a leader. Consider how important this ability can be to you throughout life; 
yet, to acquire it you will spend relatively little time in the ROTC classroom. 
You'll obtain valuable junior management experience ... a fuller and richer 
campus life . . . extra spending money ($40 per month during your junior 
and senior school years, and even more during Summer training) ... and, 
when you graduate, an Army Officer's commission as Second Lieutenant. 
Then you'll normally spend two interesting years on active duty, often 
abroad with opportunities for travel. 
Talk to the Professor of Military Science on your campus about this 
opportunity. Ask him to describe this new short program in detail. 
Or send in the coupon below for complete information. There's no obligation 
involved, and you'll not be subjected to any "hard sell" recruiting effort. 
The kind of men the Army wants can decide for themselves if this new 
opportunity is right for them. 
If you're good enough to be an Army Officer, 
don't settle for less. Sign up now for Army ROTC. 
Send in this coupon for more information on this new two-year on-campus Army Officer training program. 
U.S. Army ROTC, Post Office Box 1040, Westbury, New York 11591 
Please send me complete information on the new two-year Army ROTC program. I understand there 
is no obligation involved. 
Name  
.Campus Address. 
College or University  
Zip Code  
I expect to complete my sophomore year on_ 
.City. .State. 
J96_ 
ARMY 
ROTC 
While I am not now attending a school that offers Army ROTC training, I am planning to attend the following 
school that does next Fall: College or University:  C-365 
Scabbard And Blade Sponsors For Military Ball 1965 
MISS MARY ANN SOWELL MISS SUSAN BENBOW 
For 2nd LI. Roy Gooding For 1st Lt. Larry J. Smith 
Treasurer Vice-President 
MISS PATTI TOMPKINS MISS ANN BRANHAM 
For Capt.  John C. Newton       For 1st Sgt. Gary Faulken- 
President berry. Secretary 
Sponsoring in the Military Ball 1965, these beauties are, left to right, top row: Miss Marv Ann So well for 2nd Lt. 
Roy Gooding, Treasurer; Miss Susan Benbow for 1st Lt. Larry J. Smith, Vice-president; Miss Paiii Tompkins for Cap- 
lain John C. Newton, President; and Miss Ann Branham for 1st Sgt. Gary Faulkenberry, Secretary. Sponsors for the 
following members are, left to right, second row: Miss Marie Fabrick for Rick Bainbridge; Mrs. Charles Ray Healherly 
for Charles R. Healherly; Miss Martha Jacks for William G. Walsh; Miss Deborah Sprague for Herb Hollar; Miss Vir- 
ginia Carole Lane for Fisk Cutwater; (third row) Miss Carol Shieder for John E. Parker; Miss Linda Braiton for Ken 
Jacob; Mrs. Virginia McClain for Roger A. McClain; Miss Eleanor Whaley for Al Hitchcock; Miss Susie Blair for Loren J. 
Brogdon; (bottom row) Miss Virginia Garrison for Edward L. Holcombe; Mrs. Joyce Ann Hammer for Michael S. Ham- 
mer; Miss Susan Denberg for Greg Caioe; Miss Joyce Proctor for Fred H. McMurray; and Miss Wilda Effler for John 
Fernandez. 
Record Review 
Latest Folk Recordings Reviewed 
By HOWIE FISHBEIN 
TIGER News Staff 
The latest album recorded 
by Trini Lopez, The Folk 
Album, is one more swing- 
ing, hit recording by the man 
who out-hammered Peter, 
Paul and Mary with his mil- 
lion seller of "If I Had A 
Hammer." The album in- 
cludes thirteen folk songs, 
but on the twelve string, 
electric guitar of seSor Lopez 
they come out sounding more 
Beatle beat than beat beat. 
Included on The Folk Album 
are two of Bob Dylan's own 
creations, "Don't Think 
Twice, It's All Right" and 
"Blowin' In The Wind." 
If the cognoscenti are look- 
ing for a faithful reproduc- 
tion of the Dylan dialect, for- 
get it! Three songs originally 
recorded by P, P, & M, "Lem- 
on Tree," "Puff the Magic 
Dragon,"   and   "This   Train," 
also get the speeded-up Trini 
treatment on the album. 
"Michael" and "Scarlet Rib- 
bons" are the only two songs 
that can't be frugged to, but 
they sure sound nice. ' The 
Folk Album is bound to be 
another big seller for Trini 
Lopez and Reprise Record- 
ings. 
The    Mike    Settle   Shindig 
(which has no connection with 
C.U.'s most watched tube T. 
V.er) is a collection of one 
dozen folk songs done in the 
nouve manner. Settle, who 
has written songs for The 
Kingston Trio, The Brothers 
Four, The Limelighters, and 
other truly ethnic folk groups, 
has come up with a few new 
compositions in this album 
including "Love Is a Trouble" 
and "I Was the Man." This 
last number is not a religious 
allegory. He does a good job 
L C. MARTIN 
DRUG COMPANY 
Your QiexaU) Store 
December 
Graduates 
Order  Your 
Rings 
with Shenandoah and the 
spiritual marching song,' 
"Bound for Zion." 
For variety to the album, 
subtle Settle adds Shel (Play- 
boy) Silverstein's quaint dit- 
ty, "I'm Gonna Tell 'Em at 
the A.S.P.C.A. You Treat Me 
Like a D-O-G." This last' 
number might be a religious 
allegory if you try spelling 
the last word in the song 
backwards. He sings "Banjo 
On My Knee," done in an 
arousing arrangement cour- 
tesy also of Mr. Silverstein 
(could it be that hipster Set- 
tle wants a free key to the 
Playboy clubs!). 
In total, The Mike Settle 
Shindig is an album of merit. 
His folk songs do sound like 
folk songs, his voice is pleas- 
ant and versatile, and his ma- 
terial touches the broad hori- 
zons of folkdom. And for you 
fanatics, the album is on the 
Reprise label. 
Candy Man, the Songs and 
Wit of Paul Sykes is a mix- 
ture of half folk, half wit re- 
corded live at the Ice House 
in Pasadena, California. The 
album is really tough stuff. 
Sykes gives great renditions 
of "Candy Man," "Johnny I 
Hardly Knew You," "Blue," 
and "The First Time Ever." 
In between the sixteen cuts 
of the album Sykes throws in 
some of his "sparkling wit" 
(that's what the album cover 
says), but usually it doesn't 
last long enough to spoil any 
of his songs. 
Sykes is a singer with great 
feeling that he projects to his 
listeners. Mark him as one 
folk artist on the way up. 
Warner Brothers is the lucky 
company whom Sykes should 
be making plenty of green for. 
Harper's 5 & 10 
Everything 
for Easter 
at the 
Best Prices 
in Town 
"Harper's Sells It For Less" 
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By ERNEST STALLWORTH 
THE YEAR THE YANKEES LOST THE PENNANT I 
This is the year! The New York Yankeesc 
have only won one pennant in a year ending inc 
five. Mickey Mantle is a year older, and his legs[ 
are ten years older. Roger Maris has had hist 
good year for the decade. The Bronx Bombers [ 
are singles hitters now. The once great Yankeet 
bullpen is now empty. Whitey Ford is a victimc 
of a shoulder ailment. The number of goodc 
Yankee starters is down to two. This is the yearc 
that someone other than the Yankees wins thef 
American League pennant. 
Who will be their successors? Three clubs[ 
are favored, with five other clubs in close pur-[ 
suit with #n outside chance at the title. Balti- 
more, Chicago, and Minnesota are all better than[ 
the Yankees. If they should falter, Detroit, Bos-[ 
ton, Cleveland, Kansas City, and Los Angeles are[ 
ready to step in. A place has already been re- 
served for Washington—in the cellar. 
Baltimore has the best pitching staff in thej 
league.    Recovered from sore arms are Steve | 
Barber, Chuck Estrada, and Mike McCormack. j 
They join the big winners of last season, Milt 
Pappas   (20), Wally  Bunker   (19), and Robin 
Roberts' (14).   Roberts, the old pro, may just go 
on and on.   The bullpen is in good hands in the 
persons of Stu Miller, Dick Hall, and Dave Vine- 
yard.   Miller, however, is reported to have hurt 
his arm throwing a fast ball in spring training 
The Orioles have one of the best defensive 
infields in the league with Siebern, Adair, Rob- 
inson, and Aparicio. Last year the hitters let 
Manager Hank Bauer down, but they should 
pick up this season. Comment from Bauer on 
the Orioles' chances: "Last year I said we would 
finished third and we finished third. This year 
I say that we will win."   Enough said. 
Chicago is Baltimore's closest rival in the 
pitching department, and pitching is 90% of 
baseball. The White Sox, however, only have 
94% of the game and 4% of that is defense. The 
Sox are calm, cool, and collected and used to; 
winning the close ones. Ever wondered why 
they are so calm? The average pulse rate is 72, 
but 23 of the Chisox have pulse rates below that. S 
Their ace reliever, Hoyt Wilhelm, has a pulse of a 
only 60. Joe Horlen, whose ERA. was 1.88, is jj 
almost inert with a pulse of 48. o 
The White Sox have a long list of good pitch- o 
1
 ar&„ Foremost among them are Juan Pizarro a 
(19-9) and Gary Peters (20-8). Not to be out- | 
done are Wilhelm (ERA. 1.99), Horlen, John | 
Buzhardt (ERA. 2.98), and Eddie Fisher (ERA. | 
3.02), and a host of youngsters. The hitting de- B 
partment is admittedly weak. Pete Ward (.282) J] 
and Floyd Robinson (.301) are the only ones g 
that can do much with a bat. In spite of this, 
the Chisox could ride pitching, speed, and de- 
fense to the title, if the Orioles should stumble. 
The other club that has an excellent chance 
to cop the crown this year is the Minnesota 
Maulers. The Twins look like an All-American 
football team—unfortunately they field like one. 
This is probably the greatest array of sluggers 
that has ever been assembled. Last season Ver- 
sailles, Hall, Mincher (he sits on the bench), 
Allison, Oliva (A. L. Batting Champion and 
Rookie of the Year), and Killebrew (A.L. home 
j.run leader) all hit 20 home runs or better. Earl 
Battey and Rich Rollins would have joined this 
group, but they were injured all year. They 
;could break the team home run record (240), 
but still finish in the second division. 
The problem with the Twins is that a few 
pitchers will hold them to six runs a game. 
When this happens they will invariably lose. 
This season, however, things are looking up for 
their hurlers. The pitching has improved to the 
point where they only give up four runs a game. 
The defense is vastly improved and will let in 
only one run a game. Therefore the Twins will 
win 60 or 70 games by the score of six to five, 
and waltz to the pennant. 
The reasons why the Yankees will lose the 
pennant have been presented. After close analy- 
sis, it appears that the only way the New York- 
ers will lose the pennant is to join the National 
League. 
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Shortstop Jack McCall is congratulated by his team- 
mates alter his fourth inning homer against Ohio Uni- 
versity.    (Photo by Branch) 
O.U. Bobcats Drop 
Tigs In Home Opener 
Baseball Prospects In ACC 
Show UNC, USC Have Power 
By ERNIE  STALLWORTH 
TIGER Sportswriter 
The Bobcats of Ohio Uni- 
versity, after leading 3-0, 
came back to break a tie in 
the seventh inning with two 
runs and went on to defeat 
the  Clemson Tigers,  6-3. 
Ohio batters smashed out 
15 hits against a trio of Tig- 
er hurlers but were unable to 
bunch them to any effect ex- 
cept in the first and seventh 
innings. The big guns for the 
Bobcats were Dennis Scoul- 
er, Steve Johnson, and Terry 
Harmon who had three hits 
apiece. Harmon, a junior, hit 
.400 last season, while Scoul- 
er, a senior, ripped opposing 
pitchers at a .420 clip. 
The Bobcats are a tra- 
ditionally strong baseball 
club behind the fine coaching 
of head coach Robert M. 
Wren. Wren's lifetime record 
is 278 victories against 104 
losses for a 72.8 winning per- 
centage. Ohio had a 21-4 rec- 
ord last season. 
The Bobcats looked partic- 
ularly sharp at the bat for 
their opening game this sea- 
son. 
Clemson could manage but 
eight hits off of two Bobcat 
pitchers. Rusty Adkins, Jack 
McCall and Ellis Dantzler led 
the Tiger attack with two hits 
apiece. Adkins, a sophomore, 
continued his team leading 
hitting with a triple and a 
single. 
With the score tied 3-3, the 
Bobcats bunched three 
straight singles by Harmon, 
Scouler, and Don Pflegar and 
a sacrifice fly for two runs 
and the ballgame in the 
seventh inning. The outburst 
spoiled a good relief sting by 
Charles Watson who relieved 
starter Tommy Chapman in 
the fourth inning. Watson 
lasted until the ninth when 
he was relieved by Dave 
Wrenn as Ohip scored an in- 
surance run with the help of 
a low throw that got away 
from Tony Jackson at second 
base. 
The Bobcats greeted start- 
er Tommy Chapman with a 
walk and three straight sing- 
les in the first inning for two 
runs. They made the score 
3-0 in the top of the third 
when Scouler singled and 
scored on Bob Willett's triple. 
In the bottom of the third 
back to back triples by Tony 
Jackson and Adkins sand- 
wiched around a strike and 
an error brought the Tigers 
two runs. In the fourth Jack 
McCall tied the game with a 
long home run down the left 
field line. 
The win went to lefthand- 
er Ross Robinson who work- 
ed five scoreless innings in 
relief of starter Len Stahl. 
Charles Watson was the los- 
er; his record is now 1-1. The 
win was the first for Robin- 
son. 
Bulldogs Hand Netters 
First Loss Of Season 
HARRIS SPORTING GOODS 
'THE SPORTSMAN'S CENTER" 
CLEMSON HIGHWAY  —  SENECA 
McDOUGALD FUNERAL HOME 
COMPLETE  FUNERAL SERVICE 
Andersen, S. C. Tel. 224-4343 
The Clemson University 
tennis team went down to de- 
feat for the first time this 
season last Tuesday. In a 
match played at Clemson, the 
Georgia Bulldogs trounced the 
Tiger netters by sweeping 
seven of the nine matches. 
This defeat came after the 
Clemson netmen had defeated 
Dartmouth 6-3, and the Cita- 
del 7-2. 
In the match with Georgia, 
the two Tiger victories came 
in the singles matches. Zulfi 
Rahim, Clemson's number one 
man, lost the first set 3-6, but 
he came back to win the next 
two sets 7-5, 6-2, to take his 
match. Sam Smithyman also 
won his singles match in 
three sets 4-6, 6-0, and 6-3. 
At the conclusion of the six 
singles matches Georgia held 
•■a 4-2 lead. The Tigers were 
hoping to make a repeat per- 
formance of the match with 
Tennessee, when they won 
all three doubles matches to 
take  a   5-4  victory,  but  the 
Georgia team won all three 
of the doubles matches to 
hand the Tiger tennis team 
their first loss. 
The tennis team scored an 
impressive 7-2 win over the 
Citadel last Thursday. Indi- 
vidual matches were won by 
Tom Long, Turk Ornekian, 
Ed Crow, and James Ledbet- 
ter, with Crow and Ledbetter 
winning their matches in 
straight sets. The three dou- 
bles matches were won by 
Long and Rahim, Ornekian 
and Smithyman, and by Crow 
and Ledbetter. In the Dart- 
mouth match the Tigers lost 
two singles matches, one by 
default when James Ledbet- 
ter could not continue after 
taking a 5-4 lead in the first 
set. Steve Schere then took 
Ledbetter's spot on the dou- 
bles team along with Ed 
Crow. 
The Tigers now have a 4-1 
record, but all the matches 
have been against non-confer- 
iConiinued  on page  6) 
Dan's 
WILL BE OPEN 
'TIL 1 A.M. FRIDAY NIGHT 
For The Finest Of Foods 
STOP AT 
THE SHINING TOWER 
The ACC Baseball season's 
beginning is well-nigh history 
and the season is getting un- 
derway in earnest. Taking a 
look around the conference, 
several teams seem to be con- 
siderably improved over last 
season. 
DUKE coach Ace Parker, 
beginning his twelfth season 
as head coach, has the rem- 
mants of a squad which won 
four and lost 21 games last 
season. Parker has nine let- 
termen who should form the 
nucleus of his squad. With 
the likes of footballers Biff 
Bracy, John Gutekunst, Son- 
ny Odom, and Scotty Glack- 
en, the Blue Dukes should be 
good speed, although their 
hitting will be spotty. Letter- 
man pitchers, Jim Liccardo 
and Jay Hopkins should bols- 
ter the pitching corps. 
The UNIVERSITY OF 
NORTH CAROLINA, last 
year's conference champion, 
lists 14 returning lettermen 
on its roster. The Tar Heels 
will greatly miss the services 
of all-conference slugger Ken 
Willard, who signed a profes- 
sional contract following the 
football season. 
Gary Black, the football 
quarterback and a fine out- 
fielder, should give the Heels 
a good effort in his last sea- 
son of baseball. Coached by 
Walter Rabb, the Tar Heels 
streaded to a 24-7 record last 
season. Five pitchers and 
four outfielders who lettered 
last season point up the 
strength of the Tar Heels. 
NORTH CAROLINA 
STATE, after an 8-15 record 
last season, has 12 returning 
lettermen. 
Vic Sorrell, Wolfpack 
coach, has led State teams to 
200 victories in the past 
twenty seasons. Sorrell will 
field a team with a solid in- 
field. "We should be all right 
in the infield and with our 
catching," notes Sorrell, "but 
I'm not certain how steady 
our pitching and our defen- 
sive outfield will be." 
The Pack has a senior let- 
terman, at each starting in- 
field spot with Robert Young 
(.215) at first, Pete Parham 
(.127), at second, Vic Sorrell, 
Jr. (.243), at shortstop, and 
Willard Dean (.270) at third. 
They are defensively sound 
and have shown that they'll 
hit better than they did a 
year ago when the Pack ruin- 
ed itself with an excessive 
number of men left on base. 
Warren Cutts, a two-time 
letter winner, and Bob Lati- 
ano, a husky sophomore with 
good potential, are expected 
to handle the catching duties. 
Returning pitchers are left- 
handers Kent Montgomery 
(1-1), and   Frank   Perkinson 
(0-3), and righthanders Boby 
Hicks (2-3), and Jerry Cart- 
er (0-1). Sophomores Tommy 
Haas and Clement Holthouser 
could help after moving up 
from last year's freshmen 
team. Montgomery with his 
early practice performances, 
has gained the top starting 
assignment. The other veter- 
ans also figure to take regu- 
lar turns in the pitching ro- 
tation. 
Top losses from last year 
were five - game winner 
Buck Johnson (5-5) and the 
three starting outfielders, Ron 
Erb, Larry Clary, and Warren 
Leneberger. 
Wayne Dunn, and infielder 
who led the squad in hitting 
last year with a .395 mark, 
freshmen catcher Jerry Price, 
and football halfback Wen- 
dell Coleman are the top can- 
didates for the starting out- 
field positions, with Bill 
Keeper, Tony Capalbo, and 
Robert Griffin available for 
pinch-hitting and defensive 
duties. 
Coleman lettered while bat- 
ting .231 as a part-time right- 
fielder and is expected to go 
in center this year. He has 
speed and range and should 
work with Dunn in right and 
Price in left. 
Newness in the outfield 
leaves that phase of the 
Pack's play a question mark, 
but there should be more po- 
wer, after only two home runs 
from outfielders a year ago. 
MARYLAND will probably 
start five juniors and four 
sophomores in their lineup 
this season. This would mean 
an inexperienced team to 
most people, but it is not the 
case since many of these 
young men rank as some of 
the top amateurs in the East. 
Tom Bichy, the captain, 
should lead off for the team. 
He hit .314 last season and 
could be the top second base- 
man in the league this season. 
At third it looks like Paul 
Breslow has won the spot. 
The 5-7 speedster runs with 
the best of them and hit bet- 
ter than | .400 last year with 
the baby Terps. Bill Franklin, 
a baseballer, has moved to 
the baseball diamond and 
will man the shortstop posi- 
tion. 
At first base, Larry Davis, 
a hard - hitting left hand 
swinger will give the Ter- 
rapins the long ball threat 
they have needed in years 
past. Another long bailer is 
Steve Suav, a catcher. 
The outfield will have Mike 
Long of Cumberland, Md., 
Bob McCarthy and Ike Isaac- 
son. 
Maryland's top Pitcher is 
Jerry Bark, a sophomore. 
Backing up Bark will be Phil 
Petry, Maryland's number 
one quarterback. 
SOUTH CAROLINA coach 
Bob Reising is beginning his 
second season at Carolina 
with prospects for a confer- 
ence championship. The 
strong Gamecocks were hurt 
most by the loss of All-ACC 
infielders Hoke Geriner and 
Jack  McCathern. 
becond team All-ACC men, 
Joe Tonelli and Dick Moseley 
are returning and both will 
likely be playing new posi- 
tions this spring. Tonelli hit 
.260 and was an impressive 
glove man at third base as a 
sophomore, but Reising is ex- 
pected to shift him to third 
base. Moseley, who hit .276 
last season and had a .984 
fielding percentage will prob- 
ably see most of his duty this 
year in left field where he 
played as a soph when he hit 
.350. 
Shortstop, a problem spot 
for the Gamecocks in 1964 
could be stronger with the ad- 
dition of Dave Murrell from 
Anderson Jr. College. 
Dave Corley, who shared 
the shortstop berth with grad- 
uated Reggie Christopher last 
spring, switched back to his 
familiar   third   base   position. 
John Chambliss, who hit .467 
for an otherwise weak hitting 
freshman squad, is also a 
third base candidate. 
With Moseley in the out- 
field, although he may go 
behind the plate occasionally, 
the leading candidate for the 
first team catcher's berth is 
Danny Scarpa, a sophomore 
who transferred from St. 
Louis  University. 
Pitching should be at least 
as strong as last season with 
junior Leveard McMichael 
(7-3), senior Rick Grich (3-0) 
junior Les Evans (1-1) and 
junior Robert Elliott (0-2) re- 
turning  lettermen. 
VIRGINIA lists nine letter- 
men on a squad that won 10 
and lost 9 last season. 
Virginia has an experienc- 
ed pitching corps led by let- 
termen Larry Gammon, Rich- 
ard Solarn, Edward Turnbull 
and Russ Wentx. The infield 
will be relatively weak with 
only letterman Carl Gibson 
returning to fill the shortstop 
position. Gibson, 5-9 and 160 
pounds, will have to rally the 
young squad. 
Tom Hodges and John Pin- 
cavage lead the outfield 
corps. Both were backfield 
(Continued on page  6) 
N. Main Street Anderson, S. C. 
WEEK-END SPECIAL! 
Reserve a New 
MUSTANG - FORD - OR CHEVROLET 
For a Week-End 
$15.00 plus 10c per mile 
From Friday After 4 P.M. Til 8:30 Monday A.M. 
INSURANCE - GAS FURNISHED 
Only ID Card and Small Deposit Required 
"We Give S&H Green Stamps" 
NATIONAL CAR RENTAL SYSTEM 
415 S. Main St. - Greenville, S. C. 
Ladd Cunningham Telephone 232-6108 
For the BEST In Shoe Repair 
and All Your Shoe Needs 
WE   CARRY   U.S.   KEDS, CONVERSE, 
All Styles and  Sizes 
CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE 
LYNCH DRUG CO. 
WE INVITE YOU TO COME 
SEE US FOR YOUR 
DRUG AND SUNDRY ITEMS 
"Your Walgreen Agency" 
Page 6 THE TIGER - "He Roars For Clemson University" 
Sponsoring in this year's Spring Hop are these beauties. They are: (left to right, top 
row) Mrs. E. T. Smith for E. T. Smith, Jr., president; Miss Laurie Fowler for Neil 
Robinson, vice president; Miss Brenda Gregg for Edward Munnerlyn, secretary- 
treasurer. (Bottom row, left to right) Miss Helen Gorden for Hank Baumann, plan- 
ning chairman; Mrs. Ken Bolt for Ken Boll, floor chairman; Miss Em Heins for Glenn 
Corley, decorations chairman; Miss Mary Frances Nixon for John McConnell, altemus. 
ROTC Scholarship Program Explained 
(Continued from page 1) 
pay students $50 a month plus 
their tuition, textbooks, and 
laboratory fees. Upon gradu- 
ation from college and suc- 
cessful completion of their 
ROTC studies, the scholarship 
students are required to ac- 
cept, if offered, either a Reg- 
ular or Reserve commission 
Ss a second lieutenant and to 
serve at least four years on 
active duty. 
The Navy has had a simil- 
ar scholarship program since 
1947. 
Air Force Program 
For the Academic year 
1965-1966, the Air Force will 
award scholarships only to 
first year advanced ROTC 
cadets (juniors) who have 
successfully completed the 
two-year basic course. The 
scholarship program will be 
expanded in later years. 
The principal criteria for 
determining scholarships will 
be the cadet's score on the 
Air Force Officer Qualifying 
Test, his grade average for all 
college work completed to 
date and his rating from a 
scholarship interview board 
made up of military and in- 
stitutional staff members. 
The age qualifications and 
service committments of the 
cadet are the same as for 
Army   candidates. 
Qualified Air Force ROTC 
cadets should apply to their 
Professor of Air Science for 
detailed instructions and ap- 
plication forms. 
Army Program 
Applications must be made 
during April and postmarked 
not later  than  May  1,  1965. 
Students    applying    for    the 
two-year scholarship will do 
so with the Professor of ft  ..- 
tary Science at their pre„_nt 
college   or   university.   Those 
applying  for    the    four-year 
scholarship   will   do  so  with 
the  Commanding General  of 
the Army area in which they 
reside,  as  explained     below. 
Final selections will be made 
by  the  Department    of    the 
Army. Applicants will be no- 
tified    during    July    as    to 
whether or not    they    have 
been selected. 
Upon graduation from col- 
lege and the successful com- 
pletion of their Army ROTC 
studies, the scholarship stu- 
dents are required to accept, 
if offered, either a Regular or 
Reserve commission as a sec- 
ond lieutenant and to serve at 
least four years on active 
duty with the Army. 
To be eligible for those 
scholarships, an applicant 
must be a male U.S. citizen 
who meets the prescribed 
physical standards. He must 
also enlist in the Army Re- 
serve for six years at the 
time he accepts the scholar- 
ship. 
The four-year applicant 
must be between 17 and 21 
years of age on June 30, 1965. 
The two-year applicant must 
be under 23 years of age on 
June 30, 1965, and must be a 
cadet in good standing in the 
second year of his Army 
ROTC training. 
Applicants for a four-year 
scholarship may attend any 
school for which he qualifies 
and which offers the four- 
year Army ROTC course. He 
must pursue a course of study 
leading to a baccaluareate de- 
gree. 
For the two-year scholar- 
ship, detailed instructions and 
application forms may be ob- 
tained from the student's 
Professor of Military Science. 
For the four-year scholar- 
ship applicant, detailed in- 
struction and application 
forms may be obtained from 
the Army commands as listed 
below. 
Residents of Connecticut, 
Maine,  Massachusetts,     New 
Hampshire, New Jersey, New 
York, Rhode Island or Ver- 
mont should apply to the 
Commanding General, First 
United States Army, ATTN: 
AHFKC-TI, Governors Is- 
land, New York, 10004. 
Residents of Delaware, Dis- 
trict of Columbia, Kentucky, 
Maryland, Ohio, Pennsylvan- 
ia, Virginia or West Virginia 
should apply to the Com- 
manding General, Second 
United States Army, ATTN: 
AIABC-RN, Fort George G. 
Meade, Maryland. 
Residents of Alabama, Flo- 
rida, Georgia, Mississippi, 
North  Carolina,  South Caro- 
Caughman, Newton Receive 
Awards At Blue Key Banquet 
Gerald W. Caughman, a 
senior industrial management 
major from Lexington, and 
John C. Newton, a senior in- 
dustrial management major 
from Washington, D. C, were 
honored Tuesday night at the 
Annual Blue Key Initiation 
Banquet. 
Caughman received the 
Wofford B. Camp Award, pre- 
sented annually to the out- 
standing member of the Clem- 
son Chapter of the Key. 
Newton received the Ameri- 
can Legion College Award 
which  is  presented  annually 
BOYS 
BUY YOUR EASTER 
& MOTHER'S DAY 
CORSAGES 
From me. I will give you 
more for your money. 
Over  14  years  exp. 
MRS. E. C. TURNER 
208 Edgewood Ave. 
Phone 654-2364 
to a graduating senior. The 
award is based upon "service, 
character, leadership, and de- 
votion to the ideals which 
have strengthened our na- 
tion," explained Tate Horton, 
president of Blue Key. 
State Senator Earl Morris 
from Pickens County, a Clem- 
son graduate and a Blue Key 
member, was guest speaker at 
the banquet. 
"We were very pleased 
with the choice of our two 
outstanding members as the 
recipients of these two 
awards," commented Horton. 
BERMUDA SHORTS 
$2.98 & $3.98 
SUMMER TROUSERS 
$3.98 to $7.98 
JUDGE KELLER 
STOP  AT 
The Towne House Restaurant 
IN   ANDERSON 
FOR  AN   EXCELLENT  MEAL 
Una or Tennessee should ap- 
ply to the Commanding Gen- 
eral, Third United States 
Army, ATTN: AJAGT-R, Fort 
McPherson, Georgia. 
Residents of Arkansas, Lou- 
isiana, New Mexico, Oklaho- 
ma or Texas should apply to 
the Commanding General, 
Fourth United States Army, 
ATTN: AKARF-R, Fort Sam 
Houston, Texas, 78243. 
Residents of Colorado, Illi- 
nois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, 
Michigan, Minnesota, Mis- 
souri, North Dakota, South 
Dakota, Wisconsin or Wyom- 
ing should apply to the Com- 
manding General, Fifth Unit- 
ed States Army, ATTN: AL- 
FGC-RC, 1660 East Hyde 
Park Boulevard, Chicago, Il- 
linois, 60615. 
Residents of Arizona, Cali- 
fornia, Idaho, Montana, Ne- 
vada, Oregon, Utah or Wash- 
ington should apply to the 
Commanding General, Sixth 
United States Army, ATTN: 
AMAG-R, Presidio of San 
Francisco,   California,   94129. 
Residents of Alaska should 
apply to the Commanding 
General, U. S. Army Alaska, 
ATTN: ARARC, APO U. S. 
Forces, 98749. 
Residents of Hawaii should 
apply to the Commanding 
General, U. S. Army, Hawaii, 
ATTN: Chief O and T, APO, 
U. S. Forces, 96557. 
Individuals residing in ov- 
ersea command areas should 
apply to the Commanding 
General of the ' Army over- 
sea command in which they 
reside. 
Students Vote Next Tuesday 
(Continued from page 1) 
er and co-director of the Jun- 
ior Follies. He is a Tiger 
Brotherhood pledge and his 
GPR is 2.5. 
"I believe that my associa- 
tion with the various campus 
groups and students has giv- 
en me an insight into the 
thinking of a cross section of 
the student body. I would al- 
ways be acting for every 
Clemson University student." 
Rusty Newton, a pre-med 
major from Newberry, and 
Bill Zilles, an I.M. major from 
Ballston Lake, N. Y., are the 
nominees for vice president. 
Rusty Newton is a junior 
class senator and a member 
of Phi Kappa Delta. He has 
been chairman of the Traffic 
and Grounds Committee, and 
a member of the Tigerama 
ticket committee in 1964 and 
the 1965 Junior Follies com- 
mittee. His GPR is 2.7. 
Newton stated that, if elect- 
ed, he would "like to initiate 
some new programs to en- 
courage the students to take 
a more active part in activi- 
ties in general on the cam- 
pus." 
Bill Zilles has served as sec- 
retary of the sophomore class, 
and secretary of the junior 
class. He has been a repre- 
sentative to the S. C. State 
Student Legislature, and he 
is a member of Delta Phi 
Kappa social fraternity. His 
GPR is 2.4. If elected, Zilles 
plans "to try to improve com- 
munication between the ex- 
ecutive cabinet and the stu- 
dent senate." 
Jim Sutherland, a pre-med 
major from Clemson, is the 
unopposed candidate for sec- 
retary. Sutherland is a mem- 
ber of the Tiger Brotherhood, 
Phi Eta Sigma and Delta 
Kappa Alpha social fraterni- 
ty. He has served on Rat 
Court and is a member of the 
varsity basketball team. His 
cumulative GPR is 3.8. 
Nominees for treasurer are 
Jim Cunningham, a biology 
major from Black Mountain, 
N. C; Mac Harley, a textile 
chemistry major from Barn- 
well; Walter Harvey, an in- 
dustrial engineering major 
from Hartsville; and Tom 
Ramsay, a history major from 
Madison. 
Jim Cunningham is adver- 
tising manager of the TIGER, 
a member of the Biological 
Sciences Club, and Phi Kappa 
Delta social fraternity. His 
GPR is 2.6. 
Mac Harley has a GPR of 
3.1. He is a member of Phi 
Eta Sigma, Phi Psi, Sigma 
Alpha Zeta, and the Ameri- 
can Association of Textile 
Chemists and Colorists. He 
has served on the TAPS jun- 
ior staff and the Financial Re- 
view Board,  and  he is  cur- 
Shakespeare Authority 
Speaks At University 
"A knowledge of history is 
a great antedote for arrogan- 
ce" was one of the main 
points of Dr. Louis B. 
Wright's lecture on "History 
for Entertainment." Dr. 
Wright's lecture on Monday, 
Mar. 29, was one of the Clem- 
son University Lecture Series 
for the spring semester. 
Dr. Wright, a native of 
Greenwood and graduate of 
Wofford College and the Uni- 
versity of North Carolina, is 
director of the Folger Shake- 
speare Library. He is an out- 
standing writer and his works 
are noted for their literary 
quality as well as for their 
outstanding historical analy- 
sis. Dr. Wright is considered 
to be one of the foremost Am- 
erican authorities on Shake- 
speare. 
In his lecture* Dr. Wright 
stressed the great strides 
which historical writing has 
made in recent years, and he 
stressed the importance of a 
knowledge of history and the 
humanities in every aspect of 
modern life. He stated that, 
"History is valuable to the in- 
dividual person because it 
takes him out of himself." 
Baseball Prospect 
(Continued  from page  5) 
men on the varsity football 
^(gam last season. 
WAKE FOREST rounds out 
the baseball review. The De- 
mon Deacons, coached by 
Jack Stallings, won 23 and 
lost seven last season. The 
Deacons, however, have lost 
the services of their outstand- 
ing outfielder, Bill Scripture. 
Only six lettermen are left 
for coach Jack Stallings to 
build his team around. The 
six, James Prevatte (P), Dick 
Meyers (C), Tom Pettigrew 
(C), Bill Molloy (lb), Gerald 
Boyles (2b), and Joe Kraus 
(ss) face rough going in a 
strong    ACC    loop. 
This card 
will save you money 
on Spring vacation 
HOTELS 
STUDENT      IDENTIFICATION 
i CA*O uwii s 
E 
(Get one free from your S.M.O.C.) 
William Morgan Brown, Box 5749 — Room A-842 
Clemson University, Clemson, S. C, Phone:  654-9979 
Your Sheraton Man on Campus has a free Sheraton Student ID 
Card for you. (If you're faculty, ask for a Faculty Guest Card.) 
With it you'll get discounts on room rates at Sheraton Hotels 
and Motor Inns all over the world. Even in single rooms. (With 
two or three in a room, you save even more.) Good Deal. 
Get in touch with your S.M.O.C.: 
95 Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns 
rently the sophomore class 
treasurer. 
Walter Harvey is a mem- 
ber of the Numeral Society, 
the Society of Industrial En- 
gineers, and is an alternate 
cheerleader for 1965-66. His 
GPR is 2.3. 
Tom Ramsay is a member 
of the Circle K, the Calhoun 
Forensic Society, the .Clemson 
Players, and the Clemson U. 
Debate Team. He is a mem- 
ber of the TIGER staff and 
the History Colloquium. 
Twelve people were nom- 
inated for positions on the 
High Court. Those nominated 
include John Anderson, an 
English major from Allen- 
dale; Robert Calhoun, a tex- 
tile management major from 
Clio; Ellis H. Dantzler, a pre- 
dental major from Cameron; 
Don Driggers, an . industrial 
management major from 
Greenwood; Dick Kapp, a 
history major from Orange- 
burg; and Cameron Manning, 
a textile science major from 
Clio. 
Also nominated were Ter- 
ry Richardson, an economics 
major from Barnwell; Frank 
Slocum, an industrial educa- 
tion major from Westfield, N. 
J.; Mark Stewart, an indus- 
trial management major from 
Hartsville; Mike Stone, a 
civil engineering major from 
Charleston; and Joe Waldrop, 
an industrial management ma- 
jor from Lanett, Alabama. 
There are six nominees for 
Men's Residence Court. Those 
nominated are Gene Deladdy, 
an industrial management ma- 
jor from Spartanburg; Jimmy 
Hill, an economics major 
from Columbia; Ted Moore, 
an industrial management ma- 
jor from Calhoun, Ga.; Dan- 
iel Narramore, an architec- 
ture major from Greenville; 
Bill Stuckey, a building con- 
struction major from Sumter; 
and Harry Tiller, a building 
construction major from 
Georgetown. 
Nominated for election to 
the Women's Residence Court 
were Judith Florie, an Eng- 
lish major from North Au- 
gusta; Jan Hicks, an English 
major from Mannheim, Ger- 
many; Marshall Hass, an arts 
and science major from 
Charleston; Donna Jones, a 
history major from Ware 
Shoals; Jane Price, an English 
major from Seneca; and Dot- 
tie Scarce, a math major 
from Slater. 
Voting procedures will be 
essentially the same as in 
other IBM handled elections. 
Working at a raaort high In tha Alps 
la axeltlna. healthful and orafrtabla. 
WORK IN 
EUROPE 
''Grand Duchy of Luxembourg—1 
You can still get a summer job in 
Europe and a travel grant through 
the American Student Informa- 
tion Service. ASIS is also giving 
every applicant a travel grant of 
at least $250. Wages are as high 
as $450 a month. Such jobs as re- 
sort hotel, office, sales, factory, 
farm, camp and shipboard work 
are available. Job and travel grant 
applications and full details are 
available in a 36-page booklet 
which students may obtain by 
sending $2 (for the booklet and 
airmail postage) to Dept. R, ASIS, 
22 Ave. de la Liberte, Luxembourg 
City, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. 
Students will be able to vote 
for write-in candidates. In 
order to write-in a candidate, 
a voter should not place any 
mark in the box provided: for 
the office for candidate for 
which the voter wants., to 
write-in a candidate. The vo- 
ter then should write-in the 
name and office in one of the 
open boxes provided for this 
purpose. 
WSBF Members 
(Continued from page  1) 
be scheduled in the future," 
said Lewis. 
As well as having radio 
and TV facilities, Jefferson 
Standard Broadcasting has a 
production set-up. for radio 
and TV , commercials known 
as Jefferson Productions. 
Friday, April 2, 1965 
| Campus News Round-Up | 
Young Republicans 
Clemson's Young Republi- 
can Club will meet on Tues- 
day, Apr. 6, at 7 p.m. in 
meeting room 3 above the 
Loggia. A program will be 
presented entitled, "How to 
Make Politics Tick." 
Foreign Film 
"Confess, Dr. Corda," a 
German film, will be present- 
ed by the Modern Language 
Film Series in the chemistry 
auditorium on Monday, Apr. 
5, at 7 and 9 p.m. 
Industrial Engineers 
Jim Carbaugh, a field ser- 
vice engineer for the Sullen 
Product Company, will speak 
to the Society of Industrial 
Engineers at 7 p.m. on Tues- 
day, Apr. 6, in the Industrial 
Engineering Building. 
Band's Spring Tour Opens 
With Concert At Chester 
Sounds of band music will 
be heard throughout South 
Carolina when the 70-piece 
Clemson University Concert 
Band, under the direction of 
Conductor John H. Butler, 
takes the road for its 1965 
spring concert tour. 
The first engagement will 
be an 8 p.m. concert at Ches- 
'ter on Tuesday, Apr. 6. 
Other stops on the tour in- 
clude Union, Chapin, Camden, 
Bishopville, Hopkins, Cayce, 
Sumter, Andrews, George- 
town, with a concluding pro- 
gram at Clemson on Apr. 13. 
Most of the concerts will 
be presented in local high 
school auditoriums. 
The concerts will include a 
wide variety of music. The 
selections will include Nico- 
lai's popular overture to "The 
Merry Wives of Windsor," 
Bach's " "Little Fugue," the 
"Toccata" by Frescobaldi, 
Riegger's "Dance Rhythms," 
and the complete sequence of 
ballet music from Gounod's 
popular opera "Faust." 
Two arrangements by band 
conductor Butler will receive 
their first public hearings on 
the tour: Tchaikovsky's tone 
poem "Francesca da Rimini" 
Clemson Theatre 
FrL-Sat.-Sun.-Mon. 
Apr. 2-3-4-5 
ROCK HUDSON 
GINA LOLLOBRIGIDA 
IN 
"Strange 
Bedfellow" 
IN COLOR 
Tues. & Wed. MATINEE 
Apr. 6-7 
SEAN CONNERY 
ALFRED LYNCH 
IN 
"Operation 
Snafu" 
Wed.-Thurt.-Fri.-Sat. 
Apr. 7-8-9-10 
JACK LEMMON 
VIRNA LISI 
IN 
How To Murder 
Your Wife" 
IN COLOR 
ff 
CAROLINA TERRACE 
MOTEL 
DOWNTOWN ANDERSON 
Telephone  GA 6-3411 
COFFEE SHOP   AAA 
and the "Tournament Galop" 
by the much-neglected 19th 
century American composer 
Louis Moreau Gottschalk. 
Lighter selections will in- 
clude music from the Broad- 
way stage, among them Cole 
Porter's "Can-Can," a new 
overture based on songs made 
famous by the Kingston Trio, 
George Gershwin's clasic min- 
iature "Second Prelude." 
There will be marches, in- 
cluding "Castle Gap," • "The 
Mad Major," and "Jubilee." 
A special novelty feature will 
be "Dixieland . . . Front and 
Center!," scored for dixieland 
'combo' with band accompani- 
ment. Tour audiences will 
also hear the traditional Clem- 
son songs. 
I.E.E.E. 
Clemson's chapter of the 
Institute of Electrical and 
Electronics Engineers will 
have a meeting in Room 300 
o&Riggs Hall on Apr. 6. The 
organization will make plans 
for a barbecue and plans for 
a trip to the Bell Telephone 
and Telegraph Exchange on 
Apr. 8. There will also be an 
election for next year's ad- 
visor; final plans will be 
made for the trip to the 
I.E.E.E. Convention in Miami. 
Clemson Apartments 
According to E. C. Watson, 
housing manager, occupants 
in married students and fac- 
ulty housing units who desire 
to sublet their furnished pre- 
fabs or apartments during 
the summer sessions are re- 
quested to notify the Hous- 
ing Office as soon as possi- 
ble. Persons interested in 
renting units for the summer 
should contact the Housing 
Office. 
Bulldogs Hand 
(Continued from page 5) 
ence learns. This afternoon 
the tennis team travels up to 
College Park, Maryland, to 
play the Terps in their first 
Atlantic Coast Conference en- 
counter. Tomorrow the Ti- 
gers move on up to Char- 
lottesville to face the Univer- 
sity of Virginia. The next 
Clemson home tennis meet 
will be this Wednesday and 
Thursday, when they play 
consecutive matches against 
that bastion of the east, Har- 
vard University. 
On Campus 
(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!", 
"Dobie Gillis," etc.) 
with 
MaxShuIman 
IS EUROPE? 
College life is such a busy one, what with learning the Maxixe, 
attending public executions, and walking our cheetahs, that per- 
force we find ourselves sometimes neglecting our studies. There- 
fore this column, normally a vehicle for innocent tomfoolery, 
will occasionally forego levity to offer a quick survey course in 
one of the learned disciplines. Today, for an opener, we will dis- 
cuss Modern European History. 
Strictly defined, Modern European History covers the history 
of Europe from January 1, 1964, to the present. However, in 
order to provide employment for more teachers, the course has 
been moved back to the Age of Pericles, or the Renaissance, as 
it is better known as. 
The single most important fact to remember about Modern 
European History is the emergence of Prussia. As we all know, 
Prussia was originally called Russia. The "P" was purchased 
from Persia in 1874 for $24 and Manhattan Island. This later 
became known as Guy Fawkes Day. 
Persia without a "P" was of course called Ersia. This so em- 
barrassed the natives that they changed the name of the 
country to Iran. This led to a rash of name changing. Mesopo- 
tamia became Iraq, Schleswig-Holstein became Saxe-Coburg, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina became Cleveland. There was even talk 
about changing the name of stable old England, but it was for- 
gotten when the little princes escaped from the Tower and in- 
vented James Watt. This later became known as the Missouri 
Compromise. 
Only last week he invented the German short-haired pointer. 
Meanwhile Johann Gutenberg was quietly inventing the print- 
ing press, for which we may all be grateful, believe you me. Why 
grateful? I'll tell you why: Because without Gutenberg's inven- 
tion you would not have this newspaper to read and you might 
never learn that Personna Stainless Steel Razor Blades are now 
available in two varieties—the regular double-edge blade we 
have all come to know and love, and the new Personna Injector 
Blade. Users of injector razors have grown morose in recent 
years, even sullen, and who can blame them? How would you 
feel if you were denied the speed and comfort and durability and 
truth and beauty of Personna Stainless Steel shaving? Not very 
jolly, I'll wager! But injector shavers may now rejoice—indeed 
all shavers may—for whether you remove your whiskers reg- 
ularly or injectorly, there is a Personna blade for you—a Per- 
sonna Stainless Steel Blade which will give you more luxury 
shaves than Beep-Beep or any other brand you might name. If 
by chance you don't agree, the makers of Personna will gladly 
buy you a pack of any brand you think is better. 
Yes, friends, we may all be grateful to Johann Gutenberg for 
inventing the means to spread this great news about Personna. 
The next time you're in Frankfurt-am-Main, why don't you 
drop in and say thanks to Mr. Gutenberg? He is elderly—408 
years last birthday—but still quite active in his laboratory. Only 
last week he invented the German short-haired pointer. 
But I digress. Returning to Modern European History, let 
us now examine that ever-popular favorite, France. 
France, as we all know, is divided into several Departments. 
There is the Police Department, the Fire Department, the Gas 
and Water Department, and the Bureau of Weights and Meas- 
ures. There is also Madame Pompadour, but that is a dirty story 
and is taught only to graduate students. 
Finally we take up Italy—the newest European nation. Italy 
did not become a unified state until 1848 when Garibaldi, Cavour, 
and Victor Emmanuel threw three coins in the Trevi Fountain. 
This lovely gesture so enchanted all of Europe that Metternich 
traded Parma to Talleyrand for Mad Ludwig of Bavaria. Then 
everybody waltzed till dawn and then, tired but happy, they 
started the Thirty Years War. This later became known as Pitt 
the Younger. 
Space does not permit me to tell you any more about Modern 
European History. Aren't you-glad? 
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And aren't you glad you tried Personna® Blades? You'll be 
even gladder when you try the perfect companion to Personna: 
new Burma Shave®. It soaks rings around any other lather! 
